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Background - First TOU Reporting Period

Pursuant to Act 129 of 2008,' on December 28, 2009, Duquesne Light Company (“Duquesne" or 

“Company") submitted its Petition for Approval of its Time*of*Use (“TOU") and Real Time 
Pricing (“RTF") Plan (“Plan”). In addition to satisfying an Act 129 obligation, the purpose of the 
proposed four-step Plan was to integrate TOU rates into practice and to complement both the 
Company’s Energy Efficiency and Conservation and Demand Response Plans (“EECDR”) and 
Smart Meter Implementation Plan.

Step I - (2010) Conduct Market Analysis
Step 2 - (2011) Implement Residential Pilot Program Infrastructure
Step 3 - (2012) Implement Residential Pilot Programs
Step 4 - (2013) Implement TOU Pricing Programs to Smart Meter Customers

The Plan proposed three TOU alternatives for evaluation. The Time-of-Week program (TOU-1) 
was designed around the limited capabilities of the Company’s existing residential meter 
infrastructure. TOU-1 was designed to provide approximately 1,000 residential customers with 
an incentive to reduce their usage during certain summer months measured against a baseline 
consumption mark set during those months in the previous year.

The Time-of-Day program (TOU-2) was a summertime plan in which customer's rates varied 
between on-peak and off-peak usage. It was designed to encourage approximately 100 residential 
customers to shift their summer usage from on-pcak to off-peak hours. Due to limitations of the 
current metering and billing system, new meters were installed on these customer’s homes capable 
of collecting and storing hourly usage data.

TOU-3 was an expanded TOU plan proposed to coincide with the deployment of smart meters. 
The parameters of TOU-3 would be based on information learned from TOU-1 and TOU-2 and 
customer research. Evaluation of small commercial and industrial (“C&I") customer interest in 
TOU rates also was to be considered. Participation in TOU-3 would be strictly voluntary.

On June 23, 2010, at Docket No. P-2009-2149807, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
(“Commission”) approved the Company’s Plan requiring, among other items, supplemental 
reports addressing Plan progress on September 30 each year.

In October 2010, a Company team was formed for program development and to implement the 
Plan. The team worked together to define objectives and key communication messages; define 
customer participation criteria; create program materials; install hourly-read meters for TOU-2; 
implement process changes and work with outside consultants for customer research in a 
collaborative effort to achieve Plan goals. This collaborative process led to the creation of 
Duquesne’s Smart Sense pilot program, the formation of a Smart Sense website and a Smart Sense 
email mailbox for customer communication. 1

1 66 Pa.S.C.§ 2807(0(5)
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In April 2011, the team successfully enrolled 1,341 residential customers in the Time-of-Week 
(TOU-1) program and 111 residential customers in the Time-of-Day (TOU-2) program. The team 
engaged customers in the pilot through surveys and communication materials. Electric usage data 
(kilowatt-hours or “kWh”) collected from participants during the months of June 2011 through 
September 2011 was used as baseline data to develop the program design and to measure program 

success.

On November 30, 2011,2 the Company filed its first progress report. The report summarized an 

analysis of customer usage data and the results from on-line web surveys and customer focus 
groups to form the final design and pricing of the iwo Smart Sense pilot programs. The Company’s 
research indicated that customers prefer programs that are simple in structure, easy to understand 
and offer meaningful opportunities to reduce energy costs with options that accommodate various 
levels of risk. Following is a description of each Smart Sense pilot program.

Time-of-Week Program: Customers who reduce their June 2012 through September 2012 
electricity use by 10% or more below their 2011 baseline kilowatt-hour usage would 
receive a 10% incentive credit on the default service supply charge portion on their bill. 
As an added incentive, customers who reduce their monthly consumption 10% for all four 

2012 applicable months — June 2012 through September 2012 — would receive an 
additional 10% off of their September 2012 default service supply charge. Credits to the 
customer would be provided in the following month’s bill.

Time-of-Dav Programs: The Company proposed two rate options in response to customer 
input. These two options provided each customer a choice, depending on their level of risk 
and perceived opportunity to modify their behavior to save. The proposed rates for the two 
Time-of-Day programs were based on the Company's existing default service rales for 
residential customers.-1 There was no guarantee of savings to the customer from these two 

programs. * 111

Table 1: Smart Sense TOU Rates for the Time-of-Dav Programs

Time-of-Dav I Time-of-Dav 2
On-Peak Period Weekdays l p.m. to 6 p.m. Weekdays 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Off-Peak Period 6 p.m. to 1 p.m. weekdays and all 

weekend hours
6 p.m. tn 4 p.m. weekdays and all 

weekend hours
On-Pcak Rate 15.72 cents/kWh 31.44 cents/kWh
Off-Peak Rale 6.13 cents/kWh 5.86 cems/kWh

2 On August 2, 20! I, Ihe Company submitted a petiiion to the Commission to extend the filing date of all supplemental 

reports 10 November 30 each year. On September 27, 2011. the Commission approved the Company's request to 
submit the supplemental reports by November 30 each year

3 Since these were pilot programs, the Time-of-Day rates proposed in Supplement No. 57 were only available to the
111 eligible participants for a four month period beginning June I. 2012, through September 30. 2012.
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In addition to receiving communication materials on energy saving tips, energy efficient products, 
and opportunities to provide feedback through on-line surveys and focus groups, participants who 
remained in the program through September 30, 2012, would receive a $100 pre-paid debit card 
as appreciation for their input.

On March 20, 2012, the Company filed Supplement No. 57 to Tariff Electric, Pa. P.U.C. No. 24 
with an issued date of March 20, 2012, and an effective date of May 19, 2012, in compliance with 
the Commission’s Order dated June 23,2010, at Docket No. P-2009-2149807. Supplement No. 57 
implemented the two TOU rate options for the Time-of-Day pilot programs. In addition to 
Supplement No. 57, on March 20, 2012, Duquesne Light concurrently filed a Petition for special 
permission to file a tariff supplement to become effective on less than 60 days-notice. The 
proposed effective date was on or before April 27, 2012, to allow lime for the Company to 
communicate approved details of the programs to the Smart Sense pilot participants. On April 26, 
2012, at Docket Nos. R-2012-2294694 and P-2012-2295300, the Commission approved the 
Company’s request.

After the April 26, 2012, Commission approval of Supplement No. 57, the Company requested 
Time-of-Day (TOU-2) participants select one of the two TOU rate options from Table ! above. 
Those who did not respond to the request would be placed on the TOD-I rate. When solicited, 16 
participants chose TOD-1 and 55 chose TOD-2. The remaining 30 participants who did not reply 
were placed on TOD-1, which balanced the number of participants between TOD programs.

Background - Second TOU Reporting Period

On November 30, 2012, the Company filed its second progress report. The report evaluated 
customer response during the effective period June 1, 2012, through September 30, 2012, and 
compared that response to baseline data. The report focused on customer response and customer 
feedback during the effective period of June 1, 2012, through September 30, 2012, and identified 
customer interests that could benefit design and implementation of future TOU programs. The 
report did not analyze system impacts because of the changes in customer participation levels 
throughout the period, gaps in data, and the limited number of participants in the Time-of-Day 
pricing program. Instead, it concentrated on customer participation and feedback.

The primary objectives of the participant research were to continue to gather information about 
participant awareness of energy consumption and conservation; assess customer reaction to 
program results; assess reaction to program design; and gauge overall satisfaction with the pilot 

program.

Specifically, participant research involved:
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• Evaluating participant satisfaction;

• Gathering feedback on program design;

• Evaluating specific aspects of the program (e.g., on-peak periods, rates);

• Determining impression of website interactions;

• Measuring participant satisfaction with communications, communication methods and 
messages; and

• Determining if participants would be likely to enroll in similar programs in the future;

During the second program year, the Company used a steady stream of email messages, in addition 
to a dedicated website section, to communicate with participants. In addition, bill messages were 
used to keep the participants informed. As reported in the second progress report, customer 
response to communications was favorable. Customer research confirmed the majority of the 
participants didn’t mind having an e-mail address as their main means of contact. Most indicated 
the process was efficient and those that did send an e-mail received a response in a timely and 
thorough manner.

The following considerations for future residential program design were identified from this 
research and reported in the second progress report:

1. Manage expectations - Define up front opportunities and expected outcomes. Customers need 
to understand the results of their actions, both the magnitude and the potential risks and 
benefits.

2. Options - Pricing options, the flexibility to switch back to a flat rate, and the opportunities 
with energy efficiency products and services are examples of options that make customers feel 
in control. Focus group research did identify some customer interest in a bill protection 
program. It is unlikely that a higher incentive (i.e.t a higher participation incentive) would 
have produced materially different customer outcomes.

3. Data - Access to data eventually provided through smart meters will he valuable for the 

customer.
4. Communications - Use of the web and email received positive customer feedback and should 

be continued.

Background - Third TOU Reporting Period

On November 30, 2012, the Company submitted a Petition to Modify the TOU Plan schedule and 
reporting requirements. The Company proposed to delay the TOU-3 portion of the TOU Plan to 
align with smart meter deployment and the Company default service plan that would be in effect 
June I, 2015, to May 31, 2017. In that Petition, the Company committed to certain TOU Plan 
schedule and reporting requirements and to delay the third TOU report until November 30, 2016. 
By order entered August 15, 2013, at Docket No. P-2009-2149807, the Commission authorized
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the Company to delay TOU implementation until June 1,2015, and to delay reporting requirements 
until November 30, 2016.

On May 28, 2015, Duquesne filed a Petition for Waiver to extend the time to implement, among 
other items, a Time-of-Use Program (Docket No. P-2015-2484590), explaining that the Company 
was precluded from implementing the approved TOU Program during the summer of 2015. The 
Company felt that by commencing the TOU Program in June of 2016 when it anticipated having 
approximately 200,000 meters installed that would be capable of recording usage on an hourly 
basis, it would increase the number of eligible customers which would both encourage EGSs to 
panicipate in the TOU Program and provide sufficient data to validate testing results. By Order 
entered July 30, 2015, the Commission granted Duquesne’s request for an extension of time to 
implement its TOU Program to become effective June 1, 2016, with reporting requirements 
regarding the Program to be filed with the Commission no later than November 30, 2016.

Accordingly, this third and final TOU Report is being submitted in compliance with the 
Commission’s Orders at Docket No. P-2009-2149807 and Docket No. P-2015-2484590.

Third TOU Reporting Period 

TOU Collaborative Process

On June 4, 2015, Duquesne Light sent an invitation to all parties in its Default Service Plan VII 
(■‘DSP VH") proceeding along with invitations to AEP Energy and US Gas and Electric Inc.4 to 

participate in an initial TOU collaborative meeting on June 25, 2015. Parties were invited to 
participate in person, by webinar or by teleconference.

The initial TOU collaborative meeting was held on June 25, 2015, and was attended by 
representatives from Duquesne Light, the Office of Consumer Advocate (“OCA”) and the 
Coalition for Affordable Utility Services and Energy Efficiency in Pennsylvania (“CAUSE-PA”). 
No EGSs participated in the initial collaborative.

Duquesne Light presented its TOU options via a PowerPoint slide deck provided in Attachment 1. 
The slide deck explained that both Rate Ready and Bill Ready TOU options would be available 
for EGSs to provide TOU service to customers. Duquesne Light informed participants at the 
collaborative that Bill Ready functionality would be available by May 31, 2016, in time for the 
TOU program. Duquesne Light responded to questions from the TOU collaborative participants 
primarily in regard to process, eligibility and enrollment. The Company asked all entities for 
comments by July 10, 2015. Those comments were considered prior to the second collaborative 
meeting.

4 AEP Energy and US Gas Inc. expressed an interest in participating in a prior default service collaborative.
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Duquesne Light held a Second TOU Collaborative meeting on July 22, 2015. That PowerPoint 
slide deck is provided as Attachment 2. Representatives from the OCA and CAUSE-PA also 
participated in this collaborative meeting. No EGSs participated in the second collaborative.

As a result of the two collaborative meetings, the participants were able to reach a consensus on 
many, but not all, TOU issues. The Company made a filing on September 30, 2015, with the 
Pennsylvania PUC (Docket No. P-2015-2506002) that detailed the parameters of the proposed 
TOU program, a description of the rules for the Rate Ready and Bill Ready billing options, the 
TOU agreement, cost recovery, pro forma tariff sheets and TOU program reporting requirements.5 

The Commission approved the Company’s filing by Order dated January 28, 2016.

November 18, 2015 - RFP Issued for EGS Participation

The Company alerted EGSs early in the TOU process of this opportunity to offer TOU pricing to 
residential customers and to gauge their interest. As such, the Company identified potential 
providers and an initial request for proposal ("RFP”) was conducted with the lop ten (10) suppliers 
of residential customers and/or suppliers that historically participated in these types of RFPs.

A TOU procurement website was established, RFP information and instructions were sent to 
suppliers, and a technical datasheet was created. A copy of this information is provided in 
Attachment 3.

On November 18, 2015, the RFP for the TOU program was opened to potential EGSs. Each EGS 
was notified via e-mail and phone call about the procurement opportunity. The Company 
monitored the TOU procurement website for activity and as of December 15, 2015, there was little 
activity or interest from EGSs. The first TOU RFP was ultimately closed on January 7, 2016, 
without a bid or EGS interest.

Due to lack of EGS interest in the first RFP, during the month of December 2015, the Company 
informally contacted the Office of Competitive Market Oversight ("OCMO”) and notified them of 
the potential that the Company’s TOU RFP may not have a bidder. In early January 2016, the 
Company also contacted the Retail Energy Supply Association ("RESA”) to enlist its support to 
engage member EGSs.

RESA shared the RFP materials and the Company filing with its members. RESA and the 
Company conducted a conference call on January' 27, 2016. The companies that were invited to 
the call were: Constellation, ConEd Solutions, Direct Energy, AEP Energy, WGL Energy and 
NRG. Reliant Energy (NRG) did not participate on the call but did have a subsequent discussion

‘ As explained in ihe Company’s September 30. 2015. filing, ihc TOU program was only offered to residential 
customers as the functionality for commercial and industrial customers to have data collection and communications 
systems installed with respect to their smart meters would not bo available until May 31.2016, which would not allow 
enough time for those customers to be included in the 2016 TOU Program. A copy of that filing may be found on the 
PaPUC’s website at http /Avww.puc.pa.gov/about_puc/consolidated_case_ view.aspx?Dockei=P-2015-2506002.
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and c-mail communications with Duquesne Light. The Company received sufficient feedback and 
interest from EGSs to justify that a second RFP would deliver EGS response to the TOU RFP.

February 5, 2016 - RFP Issued for EGS Participation

On February 5, 2016, the second RFP was opened for the aforementioned suppliers. Each EGS 
was sent an e-mail invitation and received a follow up phone call. Attachment 4 is a screen shot 
of the internal RFP platform that shows the bidders and the Company’s interaction with the 
suppliers. Questions from bidders were due by close of business on February 12, 2016, with 
responses from the Company due back by February 20, 2016. The second TOU RFP was closed 
on February 29,2016.

On February 7, 2016, the Tribune Review wrote an article about the Duquesne Light time-of-use 
program entitled, “Utilities' time-of-use pricing encourages reduced usage during peak hours.” 
The article was well received and gave the pending RFP and the TOU program more attention. A 
copy of the article is provided as Attachment 5.

The Company received three (3) Rate Ready bids and one (1) Bill Ready bid as a result of the 
second TOU RFP. A Technical Datasheet response was also provided with the pricing from the 
EGSs. The bids were analyzed and scored on the basis of their answers, but with a high weighting 
to the pricing of the bids. The bid prices were analyzed by using a standard load profile for an 
average residential customer. The profile and shape were consistent with the PJM settlement and 
supplier information that the Company uses. By applying this methodology consistently to all 
EGS TOU price offerings, the Company was able to determine the lowest price for customers 
using either the Bill Ready or Rate Ready product. The intent of the Program was not to charge 
customers more with a punitive rate should they not alter their usage behaviors. The PUC was 
notified of the rates and the decision process before awarding the bidders the Program.

Two (2) EGSs were awarded the opportunity to offer TOU pricing programs to residential 
customers. Direct Energy Services was awarded the Rate Ready offer and WGL Energy Services 
was awarded the Bill Ready offer. Table 2 below summarizes the winning EGS TOU price 
offerings.

Table 2; TOU Price Offerings from Winning Bidders6

EGS Direct Energy Services WGL Energy Services
Type of Billing Rale Ready Bill Ready
Summer On-Peak Period Weekdays 2 p.m. lo 6 p.m. Weekdays Noon lo 7 p.m.
Summer Off-Peak Period 6 p.m. lo 2 p.m. weekdays and all 

weekend hours and holidavs
7 p.m. lo Noon weekdays and all 

weekend hours and holidays
Summer On-Peak Rate 8.79 cents/kWh 9.700 cents/kWh
Summer Off-Peak Rale 5.79 cents/kWh 6.467 cents/kWh
Non-Summer Rate All Hours 7.69 cents/kWh 7.109 cents/kWh

6 The summer period is from June I. 2016. ihrough September 30. 2016. Oelober 1. 2016. through May 31,2017. is 
the non-summer period.
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On March 4, 2016, the Company held an informal call with OCMO informing them of the TOU 
RFP results and winning bidders. The Company reviewed the bid process, the methodology for 
analyzing the bid prices, and the overall decision process for selecting the winning EGSs for the 
TOU Program. There were no questions or issues identified with the results.

The Company worked with both EGSs to complete the documentation that would make the results 
official. On March 22, 2016, agreements were fully executed with both EGSs.

The Company continued to work with each EGS during the months of April and May 2016 to 
prepare for the opening of the TOU Program on June 1,2016. Conference calls were conducted 
and e-mail communications occurred with each EGS. Attachment 6 is a five-page supplier 
question and answer document that was sent to both suppliers, ensuring they both had the same 
answers to implement the TOU Program.
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CSR Training / IVR Updates

The Company conducted internal training with customer service representatives (“GSRs”) to 
ensure they had proper training to understand and respond to customer phone calls. This training 
was conducted on March 17, March 31 and April 29, 2016. The Company utilized a subset of 
specialized CSRs via a dedicated phone number to discuss the options and answer any questions 
so the customer could make an informed decision that best suits their needs.

In addition to CSR training, the Company added a selection to its Interactive Voice Response 
system CTVRM) that instructed customers to visit www.DuQuesneLighi.com/TOU where 
customers could view valuable insight and information regarding the TOU offerings, or choose 
the option to speak to a CSR.

A copy of the training material is provided as Attachment 7.

Customer Communications

Duquesne Light created an eligibility list in Mid-April 2016 which contained approximately
185,000 residential customers, in addition to having a fully functioning smart meter, the eligibility 
criteria for the residential customer included: no net metering, no budget billing plan, no CAP 
customers and no account delinquency. All eligible customers were mailed a TOU marketing 
packet which included a letter announcing the Program and an overview of Time-of-Use, how the 
Program works and each supplier’s specific program details including TOU hours and rales. In 
addition, the packet provided information on how to sign up, including contact numbers for the 
two (2) suppliers. The material also included additional Frequently Asked Questions (“FAQs”) 
such as how a customer who is enrolled in TOU can track their usage, access the online TOU 
comparison calculator, un-enrolling, as well as how to contact Duquesne Light with any additional 
questions. Attachment 8 contains the letter and FAQs.
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Customer Enrollment

There were two (2) suppliers who offered TOU rates to eligible customers. Direct Energy Services 
and WGL Energy Services. Each EOS offered its own distinctive program with specific on-peak 
and off-peak hours and rates.

Enrollment began on May 28, 2016, and closed on July 31, 2016. In total, 336 residential 
customers enrolled with Direct Energy Services and one residential customer enrolled with WGL 
Energy Services.7

Chart 1 below shows enrollment for Direct Energy Services. By the end of June, approximately 
80% of the 336 Direct Energy Services customers were enrolled in the TOU program.

Chart 1 - Direct Energy Services Time-of-Use Enrollment

In accordance with the Company’s EGS Coordination Tariff Rule No. 5.4.4, EGSs participating 
in the Company’s TOU program were required to provide materials related to marketing their TOU 
pricing plan to enroll customers8.

The following is a list of information from Rule No. 5.4.4.9

a. On-peak and off-peak rates and applicable lime period - Rate Ready and Bill Ready billing
b. Financial incentives to enroll (e.g. gift card for enrollment)

7 Only one customer, who enrolled with Direct Energy Services, participated in the Company’s 2011-2012 Swan 
Sense TOU pilot program.
8 The Company’s tariffs may be found on the Company website at htlps://www.duquesnelighl.com/cusiomcr- 
service/customcr-choice/rates/tariff-resources.
9 This same list of information is also included in the Company's September 30. 2015. filing at Docket No. P-2015- 
2506002, Page No. 12.
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c. Communication materials sent to customers (e.g. email, mailings)
d. Marketing and advertising materials
e. Customer survey results
f. EGS website information
g. EGS bill messages for TOU participants
h. Linkage of rates to technology (e.g. smart thermostats)
i. Total incremental Company expenses to implement the program

The Company contacted Direct Energy Services and WGL Energy Services to determine if either 
EGS had implemented additional communication or marketing initiatives identified above to enroll 
residential customers in the TOU program. A copy of Direct Energy Services1 marketing material 
is provided as Attachment 9.

Duquesne Light Website / OPower

The Company has had a successful and ongoing relationship with the firm OPower to provide 
customers access to energy consumption information along with other value added services on the 
Company’s website. By leveraging that relationship, Duquesne Light partnered with Opower to 
develop a TOU specific rate modeling portal.

At the Company’s direction, the OPowcr web application was expanded to include a savings 
analysis forTOU program participants that would model the pricing of each supplier and the Price 
to Compare (“PTC’).

Duquesne Light provided each customer access to a web portal that provided access to a rate 
comparison tool, energy efficiency tips, and the ability to view their usage month-to-month and 
day-to-day. The rate comparison tool allowed customers to evaluate both TOU rate offerings 
compared to their current rate. This analysis assisted customers in determining whether they 
wanted to participate in the program, potential savings of each, as well as determining which option 
would best suit their needs. In addition to the rate comparison tool, it allowed customers to gain 
further information about each offering. It also offered the customers direct links and access to 
each EGSs phone number and website for questions and enrollment. Attachment 10 provides 
screenshots from the web portal.

The information in Chart 2 below highlights that customers were interacting with the “My Rates” 
page the most during the TOU enrollment period and, after engagement, tailed off. During the 
peak in June, over 5% of total Opower Web Portal page views were on the “My Rates” page.
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Chan 2 - “Mv Rates” Page Interaction

Weather - CDD in Duquesne Light Company Zone (Pittsburgh PA)

A cooling degree day (CDD) in this analysis is calculated by first averaging the final historical 
daily high and low temperature from AccuWeather Pittsburgh PA. A baseline of 65° is then 
subtracted from the average for each day to create a daily CDD, with negative numbers set to zero. 
Table 3 below aggregates all the CDDs by month over the past 4 years. The summer of 2016 was 
warmer than three (3) previous summers; 2016 had 49% more CDD than the three-year average 
and August 2016 had 84% more CDD than the average of three (3) previous August CDD.

Table 3: Aggregation of CDDs by Month

June July August September

2013 150 259 188 74
2014 178 181 167 69
2015 185 258 203 166
2016 213 325 342 151

Typical 157 258 220 84
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The incremental expenses the Company incurred to implement the program is as follows:

The cover letter, printing and mailing costs are being recovered through residential default service 
rates effective December 1,2016. The additional expenses will be recovered through residential 
default service rates effective June 1, 2017.

Data Analysis

The analysis of data considers two (2) key parameters. First, base line hourly data for prior billing 
periods for customers participating in the TOU program prior to June 2016 does not exist because 
these customers did not have a smart meter installed on their home. Therefore, evaluation of 
customer behavioral change because of on- and off-peak pricing is limited. Second, only one 
customer enrolled with WGL Energy Services in its TOU pricing plan. Accordingly, this analysis 
will only evaluate data for residential customers enrolled in Direct Energy Services TOU pricing 
plan.

Since hourly baseline data is not available, the Company assessed whether Direct Energy Service 
customers’ behavior changed before and after enrollment for a sample of 100 customers who began 
TOU in June 2016. As described below, the billing analysis is a comparison of the TOU pricing 
to the PTC in effect at the time.

Chart 3 compares actual June 2016 hourly usage data for Direct Energy Services customers in 
aggregate before and after enrollment in TOU. The black line represents the load shape before 
TOU and the shaded orange area is the load shape during TOU. The on-peak period from 2 p.m. 
to 6 p.m, is denoted by the vertical lines (hour ending 14 to hour ending 18). The load shape in 
this limited analysis does not show significant differences in customer behavior before and after 
TOU. However, despite not seeing significant differences in this sample, a conclusion about the 
overall effectiveness of TOU to change customer behavior cannot be reached.

Costs

Cover letter preparation and marketing sheet 
Printing and mailing 
Customer research (estimate)
Total expenses

$ 17,930 
$ 73,744 
S 25.0QQ 
SI 16,674
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Chart 3 - June 2016 Direct Energy Services Customers Weekday Load Shape

June 2016 Weekday Load Shape 
100 Direct Energy Accounts Aggregated

7.0%

Table 4 provides a summary of on-peak and off-peak kilowatt-hour consumption by month. The 
on-peak and off-peak share of kWh (14% and 86% respectively) are consistent with the data 
collected and presented in the Company’s first two TOU reports as wells as the Company’s profile 
data. Similarly, the weekday and weekend share of kWh consumption are consistent with past 

reports.

Table 4: Direct Energy Services TOU Customer Usage Data

lun 2016 Jul 2016 Aug 2016 Sep 2016
Weekday Off-peak kWh 70,926 164,848 191,435 135,549
Weekday On-peak kWh 17,534 42,477 51,558 32,398
Weekday kWh 88,460 207,325 242,993 167,947
Weekend kWh 36,585 94,604 93,807 64,189
Total kWh 125,044 301,929 336,800 232,136

Customers 285 334 336 336
Average kWh/Customer 439 904 1,002 691

On-peak share of kWh 17,534 42,477 51,558 32,398
Off-peak share of kWh 107,511 259,452 285,242 199,738

Weekday share of kWh 71% 69% 72% 12%
Weekend share of kWh 29% 31% 28% 28%
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During Ihc TOU program from June through September 2016, Direct Energy Services customers 
were charged an on-peak rate of 8.79 cents/kWh weekdays from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. and an off-peak 
rate of 5.79 cents/kWh for the remaining hours and holidays. The Company’s PTC for the same 
period was 8.07 cents/kWh. The total charges for enrolled customer load in the TOU Program 
was calculated at the Direct Energy Service rates and compared to what the customer would have 
been charged at the PTC rate had they been a default sendee customer during this same period of 
time. Table 5 summarizes the calculations.

Table 5: TOU Direct Energy Services Charges versus PTC Charges

Month TOU Charges PTC Charges Difference (Savings)

Jun 2016 $7,766 $10,091 $2,325

Jul2016 $18,756 $24,366 $5,610

Aug 2016 $21,047 $27,180 $6,133

Sep 2016 $14,413 $18,733 $4,320

Total $61,982 $80,370 $18,388

Table 6 shows a range of monthly savings per customer compared to what they would have paid 
had they been a default sendee customer.

Table 6: TOU Direct Energy Services Customers - Ranee of Monthly Savings

Jun 2016 Jul 2016 Aua 2016 Sep 2016
No Savings 0 0 0 0

$0 to $2.50 40 7 5 9
$2.51 to $5.00 55 15 18 30

$5.01 to 10.00 104 60 51 91
$10.01 to $15.00 57 76 58 ! 107

$15.01 to $20.00 17 73 76 47
$20.01 to $30.00 11 76 94 42
Greater than $30.00 1 | 27 34 10

Total 285 334 336 336

In summary, all participating Direct Energy Services customers in the TOU program did save 
money on strictly a comparison against the PTC benchmark. However, absent baseline data, the 
Company cannot conclude that the TOU program did or did not alter behavior.

Customer Research

Duquesne Light utilized an outside firm. Market Strategies International (“MSI”), to conduct two 
(2) focus group sessions with TOU Program participants to evaluate the customer experience with 
the Program. The focus group sessions were held on October 20, 2016.
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Participants were attracted to the program because they fell confident that, if the Program was not 
saving them money, they could reliably switch to a new supplier at no cost. In general, they were 
satisfied with the communications during the Program. Customer suggestions to expand the 
Program included extending the TOU period to include more months (i.e. expand the TOU pricing 
period longer than June through September), multiple communications and multiple 
communication channels, and retaining current enrollment practices (i.e. easy to enroll, no 
switching fees, switch at any time). A detailed discussion of customer research and the focus 
group findings may be found in MSI’s reported included as Attachment 11.

Conclusions

Identifying if customer load has been modified and shifted due to the TOU program is difficult to 
determine as more analysis and baseline usage patterns are necessary. In other markets, it typically 
takes customers time to adjust to the new meters and TOU programs that take full advantage of an 
educated consumer to modify usage patterns.

Customer savings from the program is a positive impact but cannot be directly attributed to the 
program and changes in usage patterns. The PTC for residential customers increased during this 
period of time. Therefore, a clear picture of savings was difficult to determine.

Below are Key Findings from the TOU Program Participants that highlight both pros and cons 
from the participants’ point of view.

Key Findings - Pros

• feeling as though they were helping the environment because it limits the need for extra 
generation

• more aware of iheir daily energy use and behu\ iors

• did not require much sacrifice lo see sa\ ings

• TOU rales were good

• they liked that they were provided with usage daia

• most believe they changed their behavior as a result of being on the TOU Program

• most were very careful to avoid running the air conditioner or other appliances during the peak 
hours

• most recall receiving direct mail from both Duquesne Light and from Direct Energy in support 
of the TOU Program and which is how they first learned of the Program

• most switched as a result of the mailer they received from Direct Energy rather than Duquesne 
Light’s mailing

• Duquesne Light’s support of the TOU Program convinced many participants to try it
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Key Findings - Cons

• some would have liked more specific feedback on energy usage (hourly data)

• some did not like that they had to go to a separate website to view usage information

• hard to know how much money you are actually saving

• hard to participate and save if you are home during the day

• had to switch suppliers or to a supplier
• unsure how the program works after September (non-summer pricing)

Overall, participants were happy with the TOU Program. Based on information gathered from the 
two (2) focus group sessions, participants described it as effortless, money-saving, 
environmentally-friendly and empowering. While perceptions of their savings varied based on 
how often they were at home during the peak hours, most participants were satisfied with their 
experience on the program and the savings they were able to achieve.

In its DSP VIII proceeding, the Company has proposed to continue to encourage HGS-sponsored 
TOU programs beyond May 31,2017.10 During the DSP V1U period, the Company will complete 

the process of installing interval meters on all customers thereby allowing small C&I customers 
and medium C&l customers to be eligible for EGS-sponsored TOU programs. The Company will 
continue to facilitate the ability for EGSs to offer TOU programs through bill ready and rate ready 
billing functionality and identifying those customers with interval meters on the Eligible Customer 
List. These changes will allow EGSs more flexibility to craft TOU products to align with customer 
interest.

I!l The Company filed iis DSP VIII proceeding on May 2. 106 ai Ducket No. P-2016-2543140 for the period June I, 
2017 through May 31.2021. Statement No. 2 addresses TOU program plans for the DSP VT11 period.
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Duquesne Light
Our Energy... Your Power

Time of Use Pilot Program 
Collaborative Meeting

June 25, 2015

Agenda DuquesneUght

> Introductions

> Review the Default Service Settlement Stipulation Sept. 15, 2015

► Overview of Program Options

• Rate Ready Option

• Bill Ready Option

► Customer Assistance Program ("CAP" 
TOU

► Cost Recovery Proposal 

t Open Discussion

► Next Steps

Customer Participation in



Introductions
«»

DuquesneUght

► Please introduce yourself with:

• Name

• Affiliation

Review of Settlement Stipulation - September 15, 2014 DuquesneUght
OwfM^r

► With respect to the 2016 TOU Pilot Program, Duquesne will 
conduct a collaborative to develop a TOU Pilot program and cost 
recovery mechanism for the year commencing on June 1, 2016 and 
ending May 31, 2017, to identify ways

• to permit multiple EGSs to participate in a TOU offering(s) and

• to explore how to effectively integrate the TOU Program with 
CAP provided that general issues regarding CAP portability have 
otherwise been decided by the Commission.



Review of Settlement Stipulation - September 15, 2014 Dwtuesnelight

► In order to permit the Company time to identify new options 
available for TOU service and assess necessary TOU Program 
changes to potentially integrate CAP customers if CAP portability 
issues have been decided, the collaborative will commence no later 
than June 30, 2015.

► The collaborative will continue for 60 days. Following the 
collaborative, the Company will file with the Commission by 
September 30, 2015, a TOU Program proposal reflecting any 
consensus that has been achieved and the Company's proposal on 
unresolved issues.

► The Commission will provide an opportunity for comments by 
interested parties, and issue a final order by January 31, 2016, so 
that any actions necessary to commence the approved TOU 
program commencing June 1, 2016 can be completed.

Review of Opinion and Order - January 15, 2015 DuquesneUgbt

► That the Stipulation filed in the matter captioned as Petition of 
Duquesne Light Company for Approval of its Default Service 
Program for Period of June 1, 2015 through May 31, 2017, at 
Docket Number P-2014-2418242, is approved without modification

> That the Default Service Plan, as proposed by Duquesne Light 
Company and as modified by the Settlement Stipulation filed on 
September 15, 2014, is approved.



Parameters of Customers in TOU Pilot DuqumUght
0»»f—H» IktvMOT

> Advanced Meter must be installed and communicating on the 
network with available interval consumption data that has been 
successfully tested

> Estimate at this time is that approximately 150,000 residential, 
small commercial and medium commercial customers will be 
eligible.

> Customers will be Billed by Duquesne Light Company on a Purchase 
of Receivable program.

> Enrollment period for the program will be June 1 through July 31.

t Customers will stay with the EGS after the end of the pilot program 
but they are able to leave without a cancellation fee.

TOU Pilot Rate Ready Option DuquesneUght

► Multiple Electric Generation Suppliers (EGS) can participate in the TOU 
rate ready program; Duquesne does reserve the right to manage the 
number of suppliers.

► Each EGS can offer a single summer rate for peak, summer off peak and 
seasonal rate with multiple rates supported that can differ from each 
other EGS

► TOU rate ready is a twelve (12) month program beginning June 1,2016 
and concluding May 31, 2017

► Peak time is defined as 2:00 - 6:00 pm June 1 ■ September 30, 2016. All 
EGS's MUST offer the same peak time schedule, no exceptions. Off peak 
time is defined as the 20 hours =6 PM - 2 PM.

► Current enrollment processes and EDEWG guidelines will be followed.

► Duquesne Light will calculate charges based upon EGS rates.



TOU Pilot Bill Ready Option DuquesneUght

► Multiple Electric Generation Suppliers (EGS) can participate in the 
TOU bill ready program

► EGS can offer any combination of rates

► TOU Bill ready is a twelve (12) month program beginning June 1, 
2016 and concluding May 31, 2017

► EGS's can offer any TOU peak schedule for period June 1, - 
September 30, 2016.

t Current enrollment processes and EDEWG guidelines will be 
followed

► EGS's will be required to provide data such as rate, peak period and 
other information deemed necessary to complete required 
Commission reporting to be further defined in the RFP.

TOU Pilot Bill Ready Option - continued DuquesneLfght

> Duquesne Light will provide the interval data to the participating 
EGS.

> The EGS will be required to perform the necessary calculations 
relating to the peak schedule and rate charged

> The EGS will provide the calculations back to Duquesne Light via 
the EDI transaction process

> Duquesne Light will be responsible to put the EGS charges on the 
bill as line item(s).

> EGS's will be responsible to ensure the accuracy of each transaction 

t Duquesne Light will provide a rate comparison website for
customers to evaluate different rate options including default 
service



CAP Customer Participation in TOU
4^

DuquesneIJght

Omlmrw
► Duquesne Light awaits the decision on CAP shopping and 

portability

► The Company does not believe that a decision will be 
received to allow the necessary time to create the 

integration necessary or CAP customer participation

► The Company proposes that CAP customers will not be 
eligible to participate in the TOU Pilot to begin
June 1, 2016.

► CAP Customers with an advanced meter communicating 
on the network will be excluded from the eligible 
customer list provided to EGS's participating in the TOU 
Pilot.

TOU Cost Recovery Duquesne Ught

► Duquesne Light Proposed in the Default Service Filing:

• The EGS supplying TOU will be responsible to recover their own costs.

• Any incremental costs incurred by the Company to implement and 
retain the TOU program will be borne by default service customers

• TOU costs readily attributable to a specific customer class will be 
directly assigned to the default service class for which such costs are 
incurred

• All other costs. Which cannot be directly assigned, will be allocated to 
all default service classes eligible to participate in the program in 
proportion to each class' default service load

► The Default Service Plan filed estimated the TOU costs that 

include communications, analysis, billing resources and 

training. Costs associated with IT system development are 
being reviewed.



Open discussion ou<ju*neught
* — — -

► Is there an alterative cost recovery mechanism for the 
TOU Pilot?

► What best practices have you experienced from other 
programs?

► What concerns or challenges do you anticipate with the 
TOU Pilot program?

► What solutions can you recommend?

► Duquesne Light will be working with winning EGSs to 
jointly communicate the TOU program to eligible 
customers. What suggestions do you have regarding 
communications?

Next Steps Duquesne Light

► Distribute collaborative minutes, presentations and 
overview

► Schedule any necessary meetings with internal Company 

representatives

► Schedule next collaborative

• Provide any deliverables from June collaborative in advance
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Duquesne Light
OurEnergy...Yourfiow»r

Time of Use Pilot Program Proposal

Introductions * •

► Please introduce yourself with:

• Name 

•Affiliation

Duquesne Light



Summary Timeline of Time of Use Deliverables DuquesneUght
Owhmjt , Tbur taw

t On June 25, 2015 Duquesne Light conducted on external Collaborative 
meeting to discuss the details of the 2016-2017 TOU program.

> On July 10, 2015 comments from participants regarding the TOU program 
were due to Duquesne Light.

> On July 22, 201S a second external Collaborative is being held by 
Duquesne Light company to finalize any comments. Consensus 
agreement on any TOU items will be sought.

> The Company will file with the Commission by September 30,2015, a 
TOU Program proposal that reflects any consensus that has been 
achieved and the Company's proposal on unresolved issues.

> The Commission will provide an opportunity for comments by interested 
parties, and Issue a final order by January 31,2016, so that any actions 
necessary to commence the approved TOU program commencing June 1, 
2016 can be completed.

Questions from the Previous Collaborative
«*

Duquesne Ught

► Can the enrollment period begin prior to June 1st?

► Will the customers see their on-peak/off-peak usage 
amounts and rates?

► Can Duquesne Light offer a customer protection plan for 
those participating, over the 12 month period?

► What is Duquesne Light's position on the proposed cost- 
recovery options?



Consensus obtained on the following TOU Pilot parameters Duqu&neUght

> An Advanced Meter must be installed and communicating on the DIC 
network with available interval consumption data that has been 
successfully tested. Advanced Meters will be deployed for residential, 
small commercial, and medium commercial customers.

¥ Customers will be Consolidated Billed by Duquesne Light Company. 
Qualifying TOU EGSs must be participating in, and will use, the Purchase 
of Receivable program to bill customers.

> Customers will see their usage amounts and rates clearly identified by on- 
peak, off-peak, or seasonal on the bill.

> TOU Pilot program is a twelve (12) month program beginning June 1,
2016 and concluding May 31,2017. The "Summer TOU" timeframe will 
be defined as the period of June 1,2016 through September 30,2016.

Consensus obtained on the following TOU Pilot parameters DuquancUght

► CAP customers will not be eligible to participate in the TOU Pilot to 
begin June 1, 2016.

> CAP Customers with an advanced meter communicating on the 
network will be excluded from the eligible customer list provided to 
EGS's participating in the TOU Pilot.

¥ Customers will stay with the EGS after the end of the pilot program 
but they are able to leave without a cancellation fee.



TOU Rate and Bill Ready Options DuquZneUght
Oftmrwr

► Duquesne Light will implement the Rate Ready and Bill Ready options for 
the TOU Pilot program, pursuant to the criteria detailed and presented in 
the first TOU Collaborative meeting.

t For an EGS using the Rate Ready option, the definition of on-peak hours 
will be defined as the time period between 2 PM - 6 PM.

t Any EGS that wishes to participate in the Bill Ready option will need to be 
certified by Duquesne Light Company. In addition they will be required to 
provide data such as rate, peak period and other information deemed 
necessary to complete required Commission reporting to be further 
defined in the RFP. An EGS using Bill Ready will adhere to the defined 
"TOU Summer" timeframe.

¥ If an approved EGS is not identified or does not provide customers with a 
TOU product offering that meets the requirements of this filing,
Duquesne Light Company will offer a program.

TOU Cost Recovery Duquesneljght

► Duquesne Light Proposed in the Default Service Filing:

•The EGS supplying TOU will be responsible to recover their own costs. 

•Any incremental costs incurred by the Company to implement and retain 
the TOU program will be borne by default service customers 

•TOU costs readily attributable to a specific customer class will be directly 
assigned to the default service class for which such costs are incurred 

•All other costs, which cannot be directly assigned, will be allocated to all 
default service classes eligible to participate in the program in proportion 
to each class' default service load

► The Default Service Plan filed estimated the TOU costs that include 
communications, analysis, billing resources and training. Costs associated 
with IT system development are being reviewed.



Open Items to Discuss a Consensus Opinion DuquemeUght

v Enrollment period for the program will be June 1,2016 through July 31, 

2016.
• Duquesne light will work with any TOU EGS, prior to 6/1 enrollments, to 

ensure the transition to the program is seamless and well communicated.

• Duquesne Light does not believe, nor do we recommend, enrollments can be 
accepted prior to 3 business days prior to 6/1/16.

> Additional Items?

Final Steps
&

Duquesne Light

► Duquesne Light Company will file the TOU program with 
the PAPUC by 9/30/15.

► After the Commission issues an order, Duquesne Light 
will conduct an RFP to identify perspective EGSs that will 
participate in the TOU program.
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47805 : Tlme-of-Use Program
Open 11/13/15 12 0000 PM EST CteM 01/07/160500 00PM EST

Buyer Contact: Darcie Orr

1. Oowntoad Documents } 2. Upload Dpcumanti 'j a. Commercial

Duquesne Light
Open ng In 1 day 0 hour 41 m nj 2 secs

MData\fl

mi :4:Tcchnical Data ft, 6. Pricing Date \ Meaaaglng ^

S ‘■’-••'I.'V-' -

iYoiir inlormaton can bechanced after i: is sa'.’ed il yoifleav? th s page vnthou: sovng it firs:, you'will lose all unsaved data -Save Data I
..■i'btfip: V'fafrf

Level of Importance
Using • seats of 1-10. with 1 rspmtnUng 'Not Important at Air and 10 rtpmsnUng "Most Important', plsasa assign s ranking to tha following Items. 

Retention ol the customers after the TOU Pilot 
program is arniptetedin May 31,2017.

Identifying what the Residential Rates wfl be (or June 
2016, in order to provide assurances of a competitive 
otter.

Duquesne Light Company providing marketing 
materials for the program.

Duquesne Light Company providing an eligible 
customer list that shares with the EGS those 
accounts that have smart meters and can participate
in the Pilot.

Having the option to utilize a Bdi-Ready or Rate- 
Ready biDing plan

More than one ECS partieipeiing in the program

What is tha like! hood lhal you win participate In the 
Duquesne L ght TOU program?.

Save Data

Select One v

Select One v

Select One v

Select One v

Select One v 

Select One v 

Select One v

‘rTTr*'
. fc-n V' " /4'^:v*jkv

For the questions in the below section, please provide as much additional information as possible

Have you reviewed the DLC Ttme-of-Lfse Program 
document, fled with the PUC?

O Yes O No

Is your organization capable of providing all of (he 
services and meeting aO of the requirements outlined 
within the Tirre-of-Use Program document filed with the 
PUC?

O Yes O No

hups /'\\\v\v.po\voradvocate.com disp1a\SupplierPrcvic*\vTcchnicalDatashccl.do?okc\=47805&tempiaickc\=35370()&tU’nike\... I T17/2015
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Is your organizotion a Bcenseti EGS by the PUC with 
authority to provide service to Residential and/or Small 
Commercial and Industrial customers In DLC's strvtea 
territory?

O Yes O No

Do you understand that no exceptions or changes to the 
Time-of-Use document Tiled with the PUC will be 
accepted or approved attar the PUC has approved the 
document?

O Yes Ono

Are you aware of the Ouquesne Light Time of Use Filing 
and proposed Pi'ot Program rules?

0 Yes O No

’lease provide any relevant details pertaining to your understanding of the DLC
Time of Use Pilot Prcoram, Including your interest in participating in it.

?arc-lo i o vl

Have you ever participated in a Time of Use program 
with another utlity?

0 Yes O No

’lease provide any relevant details of the program that you are able to 
disclose, including any "lessons teamed "or "best practices' observed, and 
neluding your willingness to continue to participate in the program moving 
orward or to canid-atfl in a simitar cronram with DLC or another utilir.

Do you plan to utiiza only the Duqueina Light marketing 
materials or wti you market to these residential 
customers as wed?

O DlC provided materials only O Wi.ing/able to 
provide additional marketing materials in addition to or
independent of DLC marketing materials

Do you plan to utdize trie Bill-Ready or Rate-Ready 
bating option?
Q Bd Ready Rate Ready

If you selected "other" please provide the name of the Mllng system, and your 
reason for selecting that system If you selected one of the two options please 
provide detail as to how long you've been using l your experience with any 
other Mlin croc rams, and any other relevant details ou can rovide

ar.pl

tf you plan to use the Bd-Ready bdling option, wii: you offera dynamic TOU 
product with multiple price plans (e g Free weekends, different proa airtight 
etc ?

1-rl- -- :<t

hitps>'\v\vw.povvcradvocaie.com.'displaySuppliorPrcvict\TcchnicalDaiasheet do?oke>=47805&tcmpla(ckey=3537Q0&itemkey... I Ii7'20l5
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Based on your organization's experience with Time of 
Use programs, what is the industry standard for defm ng 
"peak hours* (e.g 2.00PM • 6 00PM? 12 00PM - 
6 00PM. etc.) Please advise the start and end times 

samptetexr 

The Tune of Use program projects to have 125,000 - 
150.000 residential customers that would be eligible to 
participate Is that a targe enough population of potential 
participants to make the TOU program worthwhile for 
your organization?
0 Yes O No

What is the earliest timeframe that you would like to 
be;in sdiotma customers for the TOU program?

1 Select One v,

Please provide additional detals. including what potential anroilment would be 
required in order to entice your organization to participate, and if possible the 
size of the participating population that are in other TOU programs In which 
youronamzabon is partio^atinij.

no to tot -

Bock to Top

PowerAdvocale Corporate (557) 45J-5700 • PowerAdvocaH TeeTricaJ Sofpcvt |0S7) 453-5300 • su«3ort®ocrweraCvocato com •Ceoynght 200t-20t5 Po*er Advocalo Inc AD nghls reserved
• Terms of Use
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1.0 Overview

1.1 Background

Time-of-Use Program Request for Proposal

Duquesne Light Company (“DLC") is the leading electric utility provider in Western PA serving more than
500,000 residential customers and nearly 150,000 commercial and industrial customers. Headquartered in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania DLC employs approximately 1,400 employees. DLC distributes electric energy to 
approximately 610,000 commercial, industrial, and residential customer meters, which account for 
approximately 579,000 service accounts, in the City of Pittsburgh and throughout Allegheny and Beaver 
counties, a service territoiy of approximately 817 square miles. The Company is held by a consortium of private 
equity investors that own all of the common shareholdings of the parent firm, Duquesne Holdings LLC.

DLC’s interest Is in providing its customers with the best products and services at the most affordable rates 
possible. DLC sees this initiative as a cornerstone to validate and support its Corporate Strategic Goals. Your 
participation will be evaluated principally on your ability to help DLC reach its objectives.

1.2 Proposal Purpose

DLC is pleased to invite you to respond to its Request for Proposal ("RFP"). The intent of this RFP is io solicit 
proposals from qualified parties (“Bidders’*) in an effort to identify and retain an organization(s) that will 
provide the best rates for our Time-of-Use Program, benefitting DLC customers. The goal in issuing this RFP is 
to award a contract(s) to a qualified Electric Generation Supplier (“EGS*’) capable of meeting the requirements 
set forth in Section 2.0 of this RFP/fnstructions to Bidders Document and as detailed on the Time-of-Use 
(“TOU") Program documents available on the PUC website at:
http://www.puc.5tate.pa.usfpcdocsM385257.pdras well as on Tab # 1 (Download Documents) on the 
PowerAdvocate site.

If it is to be considered, your response must be complete in all respects, it must conform to the specific 
instructions herein, and it must be received by DLC in accordance with the RFP timetable - per Table 1 within 
Section 4.1.

1.3 Bid Event Coordinator

The Bid Event Coordinator for this sourcing event is Darcie Orr (dorT@duqlight.com) of Duquesne Light 
Company. Responses to any questions and clarifications will be coordinated through the Bid Event Coordinator 
by utilizing the “Messaging" Tab on the PowerAdvocate Platform, and will be directed automatically to the Bid 
Event Coordinator. A Bidder and its representatives are NOT permitted to contact DLC empioyees, 
contractors, agents, affiliates or other Bidders regarding matters related to this RFP without prior written 
approval and consent of the Bid Event Coordinator. No communication of any kind shall be permitted with 
other DLC employees or subcontracted entities regarding this RFP.
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2.0 Time-of-Use Program Summary

2.1 TOU Program Summary

DLC has proposed and received approval for a Time-of-Use Program from the Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission (“PUCM). To summarize the program, the concept is consistent with similar TOU programs in that 
the awarded EGS will offer to DLC customers as part of the TOU Program, different rate options offered by the 
awarded Bidder(s) which will vary during different time periods, but not as frequently as each hour, and 
includes defined off-peak and on-peak periods. The customer will pay a lower rate during off-peak period and a 
higher rate during defined on-peak hours. The expected outcome and goal of the program, is to drive customers 
to use less energy during on-peak times, and increase their usage during the off-peak hours, as they are currently 
defined.

DLC strongly suggests that you review the entire Time-of-Use Program document, as filed and approved 
with the PUC in order to fully understand the expectations and requirements of the program. The 
complete PUC filing is available at Rev Order Duaucsnc Light TQU.doc as well as on Tab #1 (Download 
Documents) on the PowerAdvocate site.

To be considered, you must be licensed as an EGS by the PUC with authority to provide service to 
Residential and/or Small Commercial and Industrial (“C&I”) customers in Duquesne Light’s service 
territory. The Bidder must also meet all obligations and requirements of a PUC licensed EGS. The 
Bidder must be a member of PJM and be a signatory to any pertinent PJM agreements, as applicable.

2.2 TOU Program Terms and Conditions

Note that as pari of the PA PUC filing. DLC has proposed the Terms and Conditions language that will govern 
the Agreement with the EGS for this Time of Use Program. Any awarded Bidder will be expected to agree to, 
and comply with the Terms and Conditions as stated in the filing.

That said, it is again the strong suggestion of DLC that the PUC filing be thoroughly reviewed by utilizing the 
following link: hnp://www.puc.state.Da.us'Dcdocs/i 385257.pdf or by downloading the document from 
Tab # I (Download Documents) on the PowerAdvocate site, and reviewing the proposed TOU Program, 
including the governing Terms and Conditions, in full, prior to bidding.

3.0 Instructions to Bidders

3.1 RFP Response Instructions

Responses and supporting attachments must be submitted electronically via the internet utilizing the 
PowerAdvocate Platform only. You may register for. or log on to, the PowerAdvocate Platform via 
PowerAdvocate1 s website: www.poweradvocate.com.

Only information received via proper completion of a datasheet on the PowerAdvocate Platform 
or uploaded to the PowerAdvocate Platform in PDF or Word or Excel format will be considered 
in the evaluation of this RFP. Documents uploaded to the PowerAdvocate Platform that are not 
specifically requested by DLC may or may not be considered in the evaluation of this RFP. Any
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information included in any other documentation, uploaded or included in any other section of 
the website or mailed/cmailed directly to DLC is considered a violation and may be cause for 
disqualification from consideration.

Bidders are solely responsible for examining the complete RFP, including all documents, instructions, 
datasheets, specifications and any addenda to these documents and for responding in full compliance with these 

instructions.

A supplier with an existing business relationship with DLC is permitted to discuss current business matters with 
typical and appropriate DLC contacts, but shall refrain from discussing this RFP. All communications with 

respect to this RFP must flow through the PowerAdvocate Platform. Any supplier (incumbent or otherwise) 
that attempts to contact any other DLC personnel during this period, for reasons other than to discuss 
current business matters will be considered in violation of this restriction and risks having their RFP 
response disqualified.

DLC will not provide any warnings to a Supplier prior to disqualifying its response, and will contact the 
Supplier in writing, referring this section of the RFP and the instance of the violation.

All clarifyina questions pertaining to information within or related to the RFP shall be directed to:

Bid Event Coordinator: Darcie Orr
dorr@duqlight.com 
Phone: 412.393.8811

All questions concerning the use or operation of the PowerAdvocate Platform shall be directed to:

PowerAdvocate: support@poweradvocate.com
Phone: 857.453.5800

All Bidders must complete, on time, the commercial (Tab #3), technical (Tab #4) and pricing (Tab #5) 
datasheets as well as the Information Security Questionnaire, for their RFP response to be considered. If 

a Bidder wishes to provide additional information or chooses to expound upon any of their original bid with 

options, they may upload documents in PDF, Word or Excel format under Tab U2 (Upload Documents) on the 
PowerAdvocate Platform. Take note however that additional, unsolicited documents, may or may not be 
considered or reviewed as part of the RFP evaluation.

It is each Bidder's responsibility to maintain diligence in monitoring the posting of Questions and Answers to 

the PowerAdvocate Platform as well as any additional information uploaded within the Platform. Please have 
anyone you believe to be critical to your team register with PowerAdvocate at www.poweradvocale.com.

3.2 General Guidelines

DLC reserves the right to make changes to this RFP by issuance of one or more addenda or amendments and to 
distribute additional clarifying or supporting information relating thereto. DLC may ask any or all Bidders to 
elaborate or clarify specific points or portions of their submission. Clarification may take the form of written 
responses to phone calls or in-person meetings for the purpose of discussing the RFP. the responses thereto, or 

both.
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It is solely the responsibility of each Bidder to ensure that all pertinent and required information is included in 
its submission and pitch. DLC reserves the right to determine at its sole discretion whether a submission is 

incomplete or non-responsive.

Bidders should clearly state all assumptions they make about the meaning or accuracy of information contained 
in this RFP. If you do not ask questions or clarify any assumptions, DLC will assume that you agree with and 

understand the requirements in the RFP.

3.3 Additional RFP Guidelines and Terms

Please carefully review the following guidelines and terms that apply to this RFP. Submission of response on 
the technical datasheet (Tab #4) on the PowerAdvocate Platform will be interpreted as an understanding and 

acceptance of these guidelines and terms:

1. Disclaimer - This RFP is not a contract offer by DLC. DLC reserves the right to 
discontinue or modify the RFP or RFP process at any time, and makes no 

commitments, implied or otherwise, that this process will result in a business 
transaction or negotiation with one or more suppliers.

2. Conditional Bidder - All Bidders are considered conditional until DLC
has reviewed, evaluated, and approved a Bidder’s technical and financial capabilities 

to perform.

3. Right of Rejection / Acceptance - DLC reserves the right to reject any or all 
responses, to accept any response or to select any combination of responses. DLC 
reserves the right to waive any irregularity contained in any response. No response 

will be accepted unless DLC specifically invited the Bidder to respond.

4. Right of Withdrawal - Responses may be withdrawn by Bidders at any time prior to 
tiie RFP Response Due Date. A response may not be withdrawn after the RFP 

Response Due Date.

5. Right to Disqualify - DLC reserves the right to disqualify any Bidder for any reason, 
including an incomplete response and an unsatisfactory qualification evaluation, up to 

the time of contract award.

6. Award of Contract - To the extent that a contract is awarded, it will be awarded to 
the suppliers) deemed best suited to meet DLC’s needs at the sole discretion of DLC 

team. DLC reserves the right to award a contract to one supplier, to split it among 
several suppliers, or to make no award to any supplier.

7. Volumes and Business Profile - All volumes and business profiles are projections 
only. Both volumes and business profiles may change due to changes in the DLC 

business strategy or external business conditions.

8. Legal Authority - The responses and any proposals sent in response to this RFP must 
be signed by a person having legal authority to bind the Bidder’s organization.

9. Supplier Selection and Presentations - Following the analysis of all RFP responses 
received, finalists may be invited to a clarification meeting with DLC to further
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review capabilities and opportunities.

10. No representations or warranties - DLC makes no representations or warranties 
regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this RFP, 
including the attachments. Each Bidder is responsible for making its own evaluation 
of the information and data contained in this RFP and in preparing and submitting 

responses to this RFP.

11. Proposal Costs - All Costs incurred by a Bidder and its team members in
connection with this RFP, including any costs incurred in providing or obtaining additional 
information to or from DLC, shall be borne by the Bidders and its team members. DLC shall not be 
responsible for any such costs.

4.0 RFP Schedule

4.1 RFP Milestone Schedule

All responses must be received by the date set forth in the milestone schedule - Table I within this section. Any 

exceptions to the response date will be at the discretion of the DLC. DLC may, in its sole discretion, extend the 
due date for all Bidders, if such action is necessary, to satisfy the requirements of the RFP process.
The major milestones of this RFP process are summarized as follows:

Table 1:
RFP Event Date

Open RFP 2/5/2016

Supplier Open Questions Period Ends 2/12/2016

Final Answers to Supplier Questions Posted 2/17/2016

RFP Closes (i.e. Response to All Datasheets due) 2/29/2016

Award Recommendation 3/11/2016

NOTE THAT NO AWARD CAN BE MADE. AND NO CONTRACT SIGNED, 
UNTIL Duquesne Light Company can appropriately analyze the results and 
inform THE PUC.

All deadlines are 5:00PM EST on the date specified, unless otherwise noted.

5.0 Appendices to the RFP

Available on Tab #1 (Download Documents) of PowerAdvocate Platform are the following:

RFP/Instructions to Bidders document
TOU Filing with PUC dated 9/30/2015
DLH Information Security Questionnaire for Data Sharing
Duquesne Light Consulting Services Terms and Conditions (version 4/1 •2015)
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Supplier Questions and DLC Answers

Administrative Questions

Question:

Will the answers to the RFP be published or distributed outside of DLC or can they be 
submitted confidentially?

Answer:

All questions that are submitted to Duquesne Light Company regarding this RFP will be 
published for bidders to see. Answers provided to any questions will also be published for all 

bidders. This creates a fair and transparent proposal.

Question:

On the technical tab. for “Level of Importance" is DLC looking for these to be answered 
relative to one another or can we give more than one category the same rating?

Answer:

Suppliers can give more than one category the same rating. IVe are attempting to determine what 
suppliers believe are the most important items for the RFP.

Question:

Could DLC provide an example of “relevant details" for the question on the Technical 
information section that requests the EGS to provide “relevant details pertaining to your 
understanding of the DLC Time of Use Pilot Program, including your interest in participating 
in it"?

Answer:

The intent of this question was to provide suppliers with an opportunity to confirm their 
understanding of the program, specifically any relevant details that that a supplier may consider 

critical to their participation in the program. Example: A supplier may stale or confirm that 
they have interest in the TOUprogram as long as there are 150,000 or more residential 

accounts available to participate. Contrarily, if a supplier confirms that commercial accounts



are not participating and that is why they are not interested in the program, u1*? would like that 

feedback.

Legal Questions

Question:

For each of the standard terms and conditions included with the RFP (the Time of Use 
Supplier Agreement, the standard Terms of Service, and the General Terms and Conditions - 
Consulting Services), will the Supplier have the opportunity to propose limited amendments?

For example - Right of review' for advertising materials. Will DLC agree to provide the 
Supplier with the opportunity to review and approve any DLC-created advertising which 
references Supplier in a collaborative manner? Suppliers have an independent legal and 
regulatory obligation to review advertising offering its energy supply and/or using its 
trademarks. As drafted, the DLC documents do not recognize this obligation.

Answer:

Duquesne Light Company will work with the winning supplier(s) in a collaborative manner to 

ensure every effort is made to have a successful TOUpilot program. Reasonable requests like 
the example provided would be taken in to consideration and appropriate changes or 

adjustments to the program can be made. While proposing limited amendments may be 
considered. Duquesne Light will reserve the right to use the documents provided to suppliers as 

they are written. Should multiple suppliers participate in the TOUprog}-am, Duquesne Light will 
exercise final authority on all items that impact the program, such as marketing materials.

Question:

Could DLC confirm that the winning EGSs will utilize their own PUC approved Disclosure 
Statements/Terms of Service and PUC approved contract summaries to enroll customers? 

Answer:

Confirmed. The winning EGS will utilise their own PUC approved Disclosure Statemenls/Terms 

ofSen'ice and their own contract summaries.

Question:

For the “General Terms and Conditions -- Consulting Services*' document:

1. The RFP includes a Consulting Services Agreement. When would an EGS be required 

to enter into that agreement? What types of consulting services are anticipated? Scope 

of services to be provided? Business terms, such as price for services?



Answer:

Diujuesne Light Company does not anticipate needing a Consulting Sendees Agreement 

during the TOUpilot program. This reference in the General Terms and Conditions tr«.v 

kept in the document to ensure this unlikely scenario was referenced..

2. The Consulting Agreement references other terms and conditions. If applicable, where 

are those other terms available for review, i.c., DLC?s ‘"Purchase Order.“Purchase 

Agreement,“Supplemental Terms and Conditions'’?

Answer:

Duquesne Light Company will not be actively pursuing a Consulting Agreement with the 

winning supplicr(s). Only if a scenario presented itself whereby a Consultant would be 
involved in the TOU Pilot program would these documents be necessaiy.

Operational Questions

Question:

What is the rationale behind having both a rate-ready and a bill-ready program?

Answer:

Duquesne Light wants to provide potential suppliers of the TOU program with both billing 
options, allowing suppliers the option to use the billing method they are most comfortable using. 

The Company is not requiring a supplier to use both bill methods. Duquesne Light is not 
required to have a rate-ready and a bill-ready product offering.

A rate ready product offering has set "on-peak " hours of 2 PM 6 PM. The Bill Ready product 

may offer a supplier with greater product flexibility as it pertains to "on-peak" hours.

Question:

Are all AMI customers eligible for both rate-ready and bill-ready products, meaning that if 4 

different EGSs were chosen between bill-ready and rate-ready, the 4 EGSs would be 

competing for the same AMI customers?

Answer:

Duquesne Light has limited the amount of suppliers that can use the rale ready billing option to 
a single supplier. In the above scenario, we may have l supplier using rate ready billing and 3 

suppliers using a bill-ready product. The 4 suppliers would be competing for the same AMI



customers, li e anticipate a total of 17S.000 customers will be available for suppliers to market 

this TOUpilot program.

Question:

For rate-ready, will the EGS calculate the blended rate or does the EGS pass parameters to 
DEC for DLC to calculate?

Answer:

For rate-ready billing, the EGS is expected to provide Duquesne Light with the "on-peak" and 
"off-peak ” rates, as well as the ‘‘seasonal" rate that begins on October Is'. These rates will be 

sent to Duquesne Light via an EDI transaction. These rates will then be applied to the hourly 

usage data that is capturedfor each account and then billed accordingly.

Question:

Is the expectation that Residential, Small Commercial, and Large C&l arc all in scope? 

Answer:

No. Residential customers are the only rate class of customers that are eligible this year for the 

TOU pilot program. Small, Medium, and Large commercial and industrial customers are not 

eligible this year.

Question:

Could DLC please confirm that the winning EGS will have their TOU customer load settled at 
PJM via interval usage data and that the EGS will have access to that data?

Answer:

Confirmed. Duquesne Light Company will use the interval usage data to settle and bill the 

customers. This data will be available to the EGS through EDI transactions.

Product Questions

Question:

Is DLC envisioning that one supplier will be selected to provide the "featured" product 
(under the required rate-ready structure) while other suppliers will be selected to offer 
alternative products (under bill-ready billing)? Or, can the bill-ready product be the same as 
the rate-ready product?

Answer:



Duquc.snc Light Company does not have a preference regarding the hilling methodology- that a 
supplier selects for the TOU program. The Company is only allowing l rate-ready bill method, 

while multiple suppliers can use the bill-ready product. The Company and suppliers are under 

no obligation to have a rate ready bill offer. The TOU program only requires one supplier to 

offer a rate-ready or bill-ready product offering for the program to be satisfied. Duquesne Light 

Company does not expect a supplier would offer the same rale and product structure for a rate- 

ready and bill-ready offer, since this would have duplicative results.

Question:

If an EOS is selected for the rate ready TOU billing option, is it required that they withdraw 
any bid for the bill ready option? Or, can an EOS potentially win both rate-ready and bill- 
ready options?

Answer:

A supplier can win both a rate-ready and bill-ready product offering Duquesne Light would 

expect any supplier providing a rate-ready product offering will use the 2 PM 6 PM "on-peak " 

rate and the other rate would be the "off-peak " rate. Should a supplier wish to also provide a 

bill-ready product offering, we expect the hourly "on-peak" period would be different than 2 - 6 

PM or that the rate for the bill-ready offer would be different than the rate-ready product they 

are offering.

Question:

When DLC says bids are expected to be held constant throughout the contract period, is this 
the customer's 12 month contract period or the EGS's contract period? If the EGS is 
expected to maintain the same 12 month offer prices for as long as the EGS participates in 
the program, would the selected EGS have the right to withdraw that offer (stop new 
enrollment) in the event of extreme cost changes?

Answer:

The TOU program requires that suppliers hold prices constant throughout the term of the 12 
month period. From June /, 2016 through September 30, 2016 the suppliers will provide to 

Duquesne Light and customers with a known price for the "on-peak" and "off-peak" hours. A 

"seasonal" rate will also be provided for October l, 2016 through May 31, 2017. The 

enrollment window for this program is June l. 2016 through July 2~, 2016. After July 2016, 
customers are not eligible to enroll in the TOU program. An EGS must honor their pricing to 
customers through the 12 month period. The EGS does not have the right to change pricing to



customers for the period of June I, 2016 through May 31, 2017, once the prices have been 

established.

.-{ determination will be made by Ducptesne Light Company, the PA PUC, and the winning 

supplier regarding plans to extend, reissue, or discontinue the TOUprogram after May 31, 

2017.

Question;

I read in the PUC filing that we're to report on survey findings. Is there a requirement that we 

conduct customer surveys in order to participate?

Answer:

No. An EGS is not required to conduct customer surveys in order to participate. Duquesne 
Light Company is obligated to report back to the PA PUC the results of the pilot program. The 

Company intends to report to the PUC results that reflect the TOU program. IVe would welcome 
input and contributions from the winning EGS in a collaborative fling with the PUC but the 
obligation to report to the PUC is solely the responsibility of Duquesne Light.

Question:

1 read something about suppliers being required to report to DLC on any incremental costs of 

implementing this program, is it your expectation that we must report our costs to DLC? I do not 

believe this is something we would be at all comfortable doing, as this is competitively sensitive 

information.

Answer:

EGSs are not required to share sensitive cost information with Duquesne Light. We encourage 

any input from an EGS that would help educate the PUC with the effort that was necessary to 

manage the TOU program. This could include general information about marketing the 

program or value propositions but the EGS is not required to share any information other than 
the pricing and product attributes that are well documented public information.

Question:

The PUC has approved contracting documents for all EGSs. 1 note that there is a contract 

template attached to the bid documents. From a compliance perspective, the awarded bidder will



be compelled to utilize the contracting documents that the PUC has approved, modified, of 

course, to properly explain the TOU product offer and pricing. Would this be a problem?

Answer:

No. A similar question was addressed earlier regarding this matter.

Question:

Once the enrollment window closes for the TOU offer, will the winning EGSs be permitted to 

use the TOU ECL to reach out to the customers who did not respond with another TOU or non 

TOU offer? In addition, will winning EGSs be permitted to cross sell other products and services 

to customers who do enroll for the TOU offer? For example, if an EGS also sells natural gas, can 

a winning EGS ofTer that customer a natural gas product? Or any other value added service?

Answer:

The w inning EGS(s) will he provided with an eligible customer list (ECL) that will allow them to 

market to customers that are possible TOU participants due to their AMI meter installation. The 

Company is not encouraging an EGS to use the ECL for anything other than marketing the TOU 

program to these customers. Any additional uses of the ECL are done without interest from the 

Company and are the sole responsibility of the EGS.
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hUn://triblive.com/busmess/headlines/989976l -74/mcters-customers-eleclr(citv

LU

Utilities' time-of-use pricing encourages reduced usage 
during peak hours
BY DAVID CONTI

Sunday, Feb. 7. 2016,9:00 p m.

It’s been an ever-changing two years for the natural gas industry, yet debates over some 
issues remain constant.

Hundreds of thousands of people are getting technology that could help them lower their 
electric bills as utilities install more so-called smart meters in Western Pennsylvania.

Some Duquesne Light customers will be eligible to participate in a pilot program known 
as time-of-use pricing this summer that would allow them to take more control of their 
monthly bills. The pricing program encourages customers to find ways to reduce 
consumption during the hours of the highest stress on the grid. They could pay a higher- 
than-normal rate for electric use during peak hours of the summer months, and a lower 
rate during other times of the day.

“It's also good for the environment, because if we take off those highest-peaking days, 
you're using less resources, less generation,” said Krysia Kubiak, director of state 
regulatory strategy and government affairs for Duquesne Light.

The meters communicate real-time data wirelessly to utilities, which then can show 
customers how much electricity they’re using hourly, instead of the flat monthly 
measurements taken by conventional meters.

Duquesne Light recently received approval from the state Public Utility Commission to 
begin the pilot program June I. The commission is overseeing the state-mandated 
deployment of smart meters by utilities, which also are required by related laws to cut 
overall power use. Philadelphia utility PECO in 2014 wrapped up a successful pilot 
program that it called Smart Time Pricing. The meters eventually will be installed on all 
homes and businesses in the state.

The pilot program at Duquesne Light will rely on the competitive market, which allows 
customers to choose a supplier that offers different rates and packages. Those who don't 
choose a supplier default to their distribution company.

‘This is a program that's only made possible because of our new smart meters,” Kubiak 
said. “It will be a way to test their capabilities and get a lot of information for our 
customers and when they're using electricity.”



The top goal is to give consumers more options, said Nils Hagen-Frederiksen, a 
spokesman for the PUC, which has been encouraging people to shop for electric suppliers 
on the competitive market.

“Options are what the commission is focused on,” he said. “We're moving with the 
technology toward giving consumers more choices and more of an active role in 
regulating their costs.”

Duquesne Light is seeking proposals from suppliers that would set rate structures within 
the confines of the pilot program. So it does not know what the summer peak and non
peak rates will be.

“We are looking at multiple (suppliers) to participate,” said Dave Defide, manager of 
customer programs. ‘Tt will give us more intelligence about what customer choices really 
are if they have two or three (suppliers) to look at. If they're offering different programs, 
which ones work best?”

Although all customers eventually will get smart meters — state law does not allow 
anyone to “opt out” — participation in the time-of-use pilot will be voluntary'.

Duquesne Light expects between 180,000 and 200,000 residential customers will have 
meters and will be eligible to participate by June I. Of 121,000 Philadelphia customers 
eligible for PECO’s pilot, 4,800 enrolled.

Smart meters have caused controversy among those who see them as an invasion of 
privacy or a potential health hazard from the wnreless signals they emit. State laws restrict 
the sharing of customer data without consent.

The PUC has heard from people interested in the potential benefits that come with the 
meters, Hagen-Frederiksen said. Consumers are accustomed to gelling itemized data on 
cellphone use and other bills, he noted.

“When consumers arc getting a semi-real-time snapshot of usage, it gives them the ability 
to alter their behavior,” he said.

Time-of-use pricing could benefit the larger grid if it encourages people to reduce 
consumption at times of highest demand, and instead run dishwashers and air 
conditioning when it’s cheaper.

Adding power plants and transmission equipment to grid specifically to handle peak 
loads costs money that utilities could spend elsewhere, experts say.

It's not clear when such pricing models will become a normal part of the rate structure as 
the meter rollout continues.

The Duquesne Light program will run through May 2017. though peak hours for pricing 
purposes will be only from 2 to 6 p.m. weekdays through September. It will report back 
to the PUC with results.

“We envision getting intel this summer... and to be able to start designing a more 
permanent solution.” Defide said. “I can't say it’s a carved-in-stone certainty that in 2017 
there will be a permanent offering, because we have to see what happens from a customer 
perspective.”
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Time-of-Use Program Post - RFP

Supplier Questions and DLC Answers

Administrative Questions

Question:

What channels will Duquesne Light use to market the TOU program on behalf of suppliers 
and the program? When can the EGS suppliers begin marketing the program?

Answer:

Duquesne Light will be providing customers with an initial door hanger when an AMI meter is 

installed. This will alert them to the benefits of their new AMI meter, including programs like 

TOU. The Company will also send each eligible customer a marketing letter during the period 
of April 18th through May 6!l‘, notifying them of their opportunity to participate in the TOU 

program. As part of those materials, Duquesne Light is providing the customers with a website 

that they can go to in order to obtain more information on the program, with the ability’ to 

personally analyze the two offers.

The EGS will receive an eligible customer list from Duquesne Light Company after April J8,h, 

but prior to May Ist, which will allow them to begin marketing to eligible customers.

Question:

Will Duquesne Light share with the TOU suppliers any marketing materials prior to them 
being sent? Can the EGS suppliers alter or amend the marketing materials that the Company 
is sending?

Answer:

Duquesne Light will share marketing materials with the TOU suppliers prior to the items being 

sent to customers.

No. The Company will not allow the documents to be altered by either supplier. This is because 
DLC will remain impartial and objective in sponsoring this program.

Duquesne Light Company does expect similar considerations from the TOU suppliers as it 
pertains to the EGS marketing materials. The Company would like to preview the EGS materials 
as well. These materials can be sent to DLC_SSC@duqlight.com.

Legal Questions

Question:



In the RFP process there was a Terms and Conditions document, located in the Appendix 
section, which Duquesne Light required suppliers to sign. Does DLC require that document 
to be signed by customers that enroll in the TOU program?

Answer:

Duquesne Light Company does not require that this document be signed by customers. The 

contract signed by customers is between the supplier and the customer.

Question:

Will DLC allow EGS marketing to refer to themselves as a “preferred vendor/supplicr for the 
Duquesne Light Time-of-Use program” or similar sponsorship language?

Answer:

Duquesne Light Company will consider allowing sponsorship/partnering language in a suppliers 

marketing materials, pending our company's legal approval. Should a supplier wish to include 

language in their materials referencing the Company, please submit those items to Dave Defide 

and John Peoples for DLC Legal approval.

Operational Questions

Question:

Is there a unique identifier in the meter number or SA ID# that a supplier could use to 
identify and ensure that the account had an AMI meter installed and was eligible for the TOU 
program. (Ex: Meters staring with a 2.)

Answer:

Duquesne Light does not reassign or change the SA ID number for an account that has an AMI 

meter installed and working. EGSs can verify that an AM! meter has been installed if the meter 

number begins with an "F" (i.e. "F12345678'’) however this does not necessarily mean that the 

customer is eligible for TOU. The eligible customer list that DLC is providing is the only 

foolproof way to establish an account has an AMI meter and is eligible for the TOU program 

according to DLC s business requirements.

Question:

Is the Time of Use eligible customer list formatted the same as the standard eligible customer 
list?

Answer:



Duquesne Light has created another format for the Time of Use eligible customer list. The 

format of this list will not contain all of the data elements that are provided in the standard 

monthly eligible customer list that the Company provides EGSs. If an EGS would like to obtain 

the customer's historical usage information, an 867 HU request should be submitted. (*Note: an 

867 HI request will be rejected as the customer will not have historical interval data until after 

they enroll in the TOU program.)

Question:

Will the format of the Time of Use eligible customer list be available to TOU suppliers prior 
to the list being issued?

Answer:

Attached to the response email.
Question:

Please explain the enrollment window for the TOU program? Specifically, when is the 
earliest and latest that enrollments can be sent?

Answer:

Duquesne Light expects the enrollment transactions to be managed and processed in the same 

manner as all rate-ready or bill-ready enrollment transactions would be processed. The TOU 

program does not alter the timing of enrollment transactions to be sent by an EGS or processed 

by DLC.

The TOU program begins on June T1, 20J6. All enrollment transactions received after May 2Th 

will be accepted. Any enrollment transactions received after July 31" will be rejected. It is 

incumbent on the EGS to manage the enrollment process.

Question:

Is the expectation that Residential customer classes are all in scope and Small Commercial, 
Medium Commercial and Large C&l arc all out of scope?

Answer:

Yes. Residential customers are the only rate class of customers that are eligible this year for the 

TOU pilot program (RS. RH, RA). Small, Medium, and Large commercial and industrial 

customers are not eligible this year.

Question:

Are Budget-Billed customers ineligible? If so why?

Answer:

Budget Billed customers are ineligible for the TOU program.



The Company filing, accepted by the PUC, explained that the TOU program incentivizes 

customers to modify their usage consumption. A budget bill masks the benefits of a TOU 

program by levelizing customer payments, while also adversely impacting the utilities analysis.

Question:

Could DLC please explain the transaction process that will occur if an EOS sends an enrollment 
transaction for a customer on budget billing is?

Answer:

DLC's Supplier Service Center will review a report that details any TOU enrollment received for 
a budget or delinquent customer. The SSC will terminate the enrollment and then DLCs Call 
Center staff will contact the customer advising them that they must take corrective action to 
participate in the TOU program. Once the customer completes this, the SSC will notify the EGS 
to resubmit their enrollment request.

Question:

Could DLC warm transfer on budget billing?

Answer:

No, as described above, the goal is to minimize the amount of times a customer needs to call 

either DLC or the TOU Supplier.

Question:

Could DLC please provide a sample 810 transaction with this information?

Answer:

Duquesne Light Company will send a Rate Ready sample 810 transaction to both suppliers.

Product Questions

Question:

When DLC says bids are expected to be held constant throughout the contract period, is this 
the customer’s 12 month contract period or the EGS’s contract period? If the EGS is 
expected to maintain the same 12 month offer prices for as long as the EGS participates in 
the program, would the selected EGS have the right to withdraw that offer (stop new 
enrollment) in the event of extreme cost changes?

Answer:



The TOU program requires that suppliers hold prices constant throughout the term of the 12 

month period. From June 1, 2016 through September 30, 2016 the suppliers will provide to 

Duquesne Light and customers with a known price for the "on-peak " and ‘off-peak " hours. A 

"seasonal ” rate will also be provided for October 1, 2016 through May 31, 2017. The 

enrollment window for this program is June 1, 2016 through July 27, 2016. After July 2016, 

customers are not eligible to enroll in the TOU program. An EGS must honor their pricing to 

customers through the 12 month period. The EGS does not have the right to change pricing to 

customers for the period of June 1, 2016 through May 31, 2017, once the prices have been 

established.

A determination will be made by Duquesne Light Company, the PA PUC, and the winning 

supplier regarding plans to extend, reissue, or discontinue the TOU program after May 31, 

2017.
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Ground Rules

«»

Duqitesne Light

o Set Cell Phones on Vibrate 

o Everyone Participates 

o Listen Actively 

o Share Your Knowledge

o Be Open Minded 

o Remember to Sign-In

Release 5.0

Course Objectives Duquesne Light
Ottlmrw,

By the end of this course you will be able to...

Describe the Time of Use (TOU) Pilot Pro (ram, tndudtnf on-peak, off-peak, and around- 
the-clock rates

V.________________ _______ ______  ___ ____________ y
r— '\

Understand the enrollntertt/drop process for the TOU Pilot Protram

l,

Address customer Inquiries related to the TOU Pilot Pro|ram

V.



What is the Time of Use (TOU) Pilot Program?
Pvqvesne Light

The Time of Use (TOU) Pilot Program:

• Customer is provided variable rates during warmer months:

♦ On-peak rate and off-peak rates during June, July, August, and 
September

• Around-the-clock rate during other months

• Customer realizes savings when shifting heavy usage to off- 
peak hours

Y
JL

Reie.ise .‘>.0



On-Peak vs. Off-Peak Time Periods

3
Duqvesne Light

TOU Peak Hours during June. July. AuRust, and September 
{applies Monday through Friday, excluding PJM holidays)

Ofi*Peak Hours:

Hart HrQdy CCS - 
2 pm to S pm

iJintedyiGS- 
12 pm to 7 pm

1OFF-PEAK 1
ON-PEAK OFF-PEAK ONiPEAK

---------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------
L_vsJ

. "
^

TOU-ervoBed TOU-enroDed
customers charged customers charged

tower rate for higher rate for

consumption ) 1 consumption

Note: Peak hours and impacted months are subject to change, based on guidance from the PUC.

Kplftjse b.C-

)

Eligibility and Enrollment Duquesne Light

DLC estimates that about 2,000 customers could enroll in the TOU Pilot Program in 2016:

\
Eligibility

O

v

Residential customer 
with an AMI meter

Cannot have a CAP or 
Net Metering SA type

Cannot be Budget or 

Delinquent ^

>

^----------------- N

Marketing Letter

Eligible customers w5 
receive a TOU 
Marketing letter, 
containing program 
deta Is

V___________ ^

>

Enrollment

O

Customers can enrol! In 
the TOU Pilot Program 
from June 1 to July 31

feb Apr | Mjy lu:» Ajg ] Sept | Oct Dec

i&ff|fej|£NipTnu tUllni'-Jf eV, .’>• "J Arpund the Clock eilllng
lilOU fnroll.Tieht R; 
^g^tltWindow^Kl^:

Knksisp .'j.O



Offerings: EGS vs. POLR

Electric Generation Supplier (EGS)
Offering

c»
Duquesne Light

Owraow. On

^ DLC sends TOU Marketing letters to 

customers

C, Supplier sets rates and administers the 
TOU Program

A Supplier enrolls customers in TOU

A QIC generates a report to identify budget 

and delinquent customer enrollment. DLC 
will have a process for removing these 

customers from TOU

Note: Budget and Delinquent Customers wil not be esduded from receiving TOU Marketing letters

Knowledge Check



Knowledge Check

<»
Duquesne Light

Orntmiti

During June through 

September, when are TOU- 

enrolled customers charged a 

lower rate for energy 

consumption?

A. Off-Peak hours

B. On-Peak hours

Release fi.O

Knowledge Check - Answer Duquesne Ught
Owtofr tkrAaw

m

During June through 

September, when are TOU- 

enrolled customers charged a 

lower rate for energy 

consumption?

A. Off-Peak hours

B. On-Peak hours

Release i.G



Glossary of Key Terms Duquesne Light
Ou fnw'fi > tfer

> Time of Use (TOU): a billing program that provides variable rates for usage during 
on-peak and off-peak time periods during June, July, August, and September

t On-peak: Hours of network-wide high energy usage, during which TOU-enrolled 
customers would be charged a higher rate

> Off-peak: Hours of network-wide normal energy usage, during which TOU-enrolied 
customers would be charged a lower rate

> TOU Peak Billing: Months (June, July, August, and September) of network-wide 
high energy usage, during which customers will be billed using on-peak and off- 
peak rates

t Around-the-cJock billing: Months of network-wide normal energy usage, during 
which the customer will be billed using one around-the-clock rate

> Provider of Last Resort (POLR): DLC acts as the power generation company by 
purchasing power

> Electric Generation Supplier (EOS): Electric generation and transmission suppliers

Enrollment / Drop



Overview

<»
DuqtmneLtght

Ckjttmn IW% w

The supplier Is responsible for administering the TOU Pilot Program.

TOU Supplier

Supplier will set the TOU rates

Supplier will enroll customers and 
send an enrollment request to 
Duquesne Light

Duquesne Light

DLC will send TOU Marketing 
letters to customers with a TOU 
Eligible characteristic in CC&8

DLC will run a report to Identify 
Budget and Delinquent customers 
erroneously enrolled in TOU and 
conduct call backs with these 
individuals

Release 5.0

Where Does the Watt Choice CSR Fit In? Duquesne Ught 
0*

The supplier 1$ responsible for administering the TOU Pilot Program.

Watt Choice CSRs will handle general inquiries (including questions about 
benefits and eligibility) regarding the TOU Pilot Program

Watt Choice CSRs will direct customers to contact the supplier to enroll in/drop 
from the TOU Pilot Program

Using a list uploaded to SharePoint by the EG5 Analyst, Watt Choice CSRs will 
conduct call backs for Budget and Delinquent customers who tried to enroll in 
the TOU Pilot Program

Release 5.0



Enrollment DuquesneUght

Customers enroll in the tGS TOU.Offr'rinp through the TOU supplier:

Aeuitonwr 
eilbM^pBar 
loirinl In 

TOU.

b Suffer Mol* * 
cmtonwr InTOU and 

•and* •ivoBmant tt 

OtC

© CUB ButomatlcaDy •nreQi th«« 
j. cuHarrMfi wttfl ■ TOU OglUt 

^ehtrMaftak, marfclnt rhvm wKh a 
TOU Activ* ehanttarWIc Customan 
wtthout a TOU EUfiblt chanctariitk

art njtctad

0 ^ <

CSAacEauai 
Shantamt dta to 

obtain ktt of 
notamanwfco 
naod cal bicb.

9

GSt Anaiyit oaitai Bn of al 
Budfat/Dafinquant cuitsman 

who triad to aivel In TOU and 
nitad aB ba«b, and adda Bit 

to SharaPoim tita

V

ESS Anaftrat mnt TOU 

Eacaptlonl itaport to 
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TOU Exceptions Report DuquesneUght

The TOU Exceptions Report identifies the following Issues related to TOU enrollment:

• TOU Active characteristic out of syne on a customer's master and sub SA
• Budget customers enrolled in TOU
• Delinquent customers enrolled in TOU

EGS Analyst

The CCS Analyst will run the TOU Exceptions 
Report daily

Using the TOU Exceptions Report, the EGS 
Analyst vnD compile a Ust of Budget/Delinquent 
customers who need can backs, and post this 
list to SharePoint

Cal! Center

Using the list uploaded to SharePoInt by the 
EGS Analyst, Watt Choice CSRs win conduct call 
backs for Budget and Delinquent customers 
who tried to enroll in the TOU Pilot Program 
and were dropped

■ S.'j



Drop DuquesneUght
Otrlmw.

A customer can un-enroll from the TOU Offering in one of two ways:

\ / \

The customer may reach out to the 
TOU supplier and ask to be placed on 

a non-TOU rate:
* The supplier wll send this enrollment 

information to DlC

The customer may enroll with a 
supplier not offering TOU billing:

■ The new suppler wii send the 
customer's enrollment information to 
OlC

V
V.

CC&B will automatically set the 
customer's TOU Active characteristic 
equal to ‘N’ on both the master and 
sub $A. J \

CC&B will automatically set the 
customer's TOU Active characlerlst c 
equal to *N* on both the master and 
sub SA. /

Beyond handling general inquiries, Watt Choice CSRs will not have any additional responsibilities 
associated with the Drop Process.

Release 5.0

Knowledge Check



Knowledge Check

«»
Duquesne Light

Ou’fMBT

What are Watt Choice 
GSRs' TOU 

responsibilities?

Sciea'se S.O

Knowledge Check - Answer Duquesne Light
OwEwtr-

m

Answer
The Watt Choice CSR is responsible for:

- Handling general inquiries from 

customers

- Directing customers to the supplier for 
enrollment and drop

Conducting call backs with.Budget and 

Delinquent customers, who tried to 

enroll in TOU

11



Customer Care and Experience

Role Play Exercise HI - Customer Call Back Duquesne Light
a* *fwr »■>* ■’

A Budget/Delinquent customer was enrolled in the TOU Program.

r Scenario:

• The customer enrolled in the TOU Pilot Program through the TOU supplier.

• The TOU Exceptions Report identified this customer as being erroneously enrolled in the 
TOU Pilot Program.

• The Watt Choree CSR must conduct a customer call back.

What happens

Release :j.O
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Agenda

«»
Doquesn»Ught

Course Introduction 

Time of Use (TOU) Overview 

EGS Offering- Enrollment / Drop 

Customer Care and Experience 

Debrief / Q&A

Release fi.O

Debrief: Four Key Take-Aways Duquesne Light

What do Watt Choice CSRs need to know about the Time of Use (TOU) Pilot
Program?

o Customers enrolled in the TOU Pilot Program will be charged variable on-peak and 
off-peak rates from June through September.

o Customers can enroll in the TOU Pilot Program from June 1 through July 31.

o Watt Choice CSRs will be responsible for handling general inquiries about the TOU 
Pilot Program.

o Watt Choice CSRs will be responsible for conducting call backs with Budget and 
Delinquent customers who tried to enroll In the TOU Pilot Program.

Rrlnas



Debrief/Q&A Duquesne Light
& imrvt ..Iferfew

.5»

What's on 
your mind?

Heiease 5.0
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Duquesne Light
Our Energy. . Your Power*

Save Energy, Money by Taking Part 
in Duquesne Light's Time-of-Use Program
Duquesne Light’s new advanced metering infrastructure enables us to offer a variety of programs and 
services that can help you save energy, in addition to benefiting the environment. Many of you already 
are taking advantage of new online tools that help you discover ways to manage your monthly electric 
bill, as well as email or phone alerts to manage high-usage activity.

Now, Duquesne Ught's advanced metering infrastructure will enable you to benefit through use 
of optional "Time-of-Use" rates being offered by Direct Energy Services and WGL Energy Services. 
During summer months, when customer demand for electricity is especially high, you will have the 
ability to potentiaf/y save money, and benefit the environment, by shifting part of your e/ectric use 
from high-demand periods to different times of the day or week.

From June through September 2016, participants in Duquesne Light's Time-of-Use pilot program will 
pay lower-than-normal rates during weekday mornings, evenings and overnight, and all weekend. Higher 
rates will be in effect during peak hours. For the rest of the year, an around-the-clock rate will apply.

Please see the enclosed Q&A for specific pricing information and details on how the program will work. 
More information and a Time-of-Use Calculator that can help you choose the best rate offering to meet 
your needs is available at DuquesneLight.com/TOU. Customers on budget billing, or those who have 
an unpaid balance from previous Duquesne Light bills, cannot participate

We value you as a customer. Your consideration to participate in this important pile: program is truly 
appreciated. Thank you for helping us serve you better.

Sincerely,

Dave Defide
Manager, Customer Programs
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Duquesne Light
Our Energy... Your Power •

Learn More About 
Duquesne Light's 
Time-of-Use Program

What are Time-oMJse rates?

<■

During certain times of the day and year - especially 
late afternoons during summer months - electric 
customers typically use more power than at other 
times of the day or year. Periods when demand for 
electricity soars are called "peak hours." During 
those periods, higher-cost, less-efficient and less 
environmentally friendly generating facilities must 
be used to meet customer demand. These higher 
costs are absorbed by all customers

Utilities typically bill customers based on how much 
electricity they use, regardless of when they use 
it. Participants in Duquesne Light's "Time-of- 
Use'’ pilot program will have the potential 
to save money by shifting their energy use 
away from higher cost, on-peak hours to 
lower cost, off-peak hours.

How will the program work?

From June 1,2016, to Sept 30, 2016, customers 
who voluntarily enroll in Duquesne Light's 
Time-of-Use pilot program will have two supply 
rates: on-peak and off-peak. The higher of the two, 
the on-peak rate, applies during specific weekday 
afternoon hours (see timeframes below for both 
participating electric generation suppliers), 
excluding holidays. The lower of the two, the 

off-peak rate, applies at all other times.

During all other months of the year, 
Time-of-Use-enrolled customers will 
be charged a single around-the-clock 
"Non-Summer" rate.

What are the available Time-of-Use Rates?

Two electric generation suppliers are offering Time-of-Use rate options as part of Duquesne Light's 
pilot program.

Elec. Generation JJjjppjier 

Summer On-Peak Hours 

Summer On-Peak Price 

Summer Off-Peak Hours

Summer Off-Peak Price 

Non-Summer Price

;Difect Eriergy Services,

•2 pm to 6 p.m. Weekdays 

879 cents/kWh 

All Other Weekday/Weekend 
Hour? and Weekday Holidays

5.79 cents/kWh 

7.69 cents/kWh

.WGLEneTgy Services 

Noon to 7 p.m. Weekdays 

9.7 cents/kWh

All Other Weekday/Weekend 
Hours and Weekday Holidays

6.467 cents/kWh 

7.109 cents/kWh

i

•i
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How can I sign up for the 
Time-of-Use Program?

Depending on the electric generation supplier 
you have selected, call Direct Energy Services at 
1-844*878-4409, or WGL Energy Services 
at 1*844-427-5945.

How do I know if I should enroll in 
the Time-of-Use Program?

Please note that there is no guarantee 
of savings on your electric bill as part of 
this program. Customers must actively 
participate and be willing and able to shift 
their peak weekday electric use in order to 
potentially benefit from this pndng program.

To save money, and help the environment, you'll 
need to switch as much of your energy use as 
possible - especially things like air conditioning - 
to lower-cost, off-peak hours. If you are unable to 
shift your usage to these off-peak times, you will 
not be able to realize the savings of the Time- 
of-Use pilot program. A Time-of-Use Calculator 
that is available at DuquesneLightcom/TOU can 
help you evaluate if this program fits your lifestyle 
and electric-use patterns.

Will I be able to track my usage throughout 
the month to help keep my bill low?

Yes. As part of the advanced metering 
infrastructure project, Duquesne Light provides 
a free web portal that helps you maximize 
the benefits of your new digital meter. By 
providing your usage in hourly increments, 
the web portal can help you better understand 
when you are using electricity. In addition, 
the portal provides personalized ideas for 
saving energy and money. If you haven't 
done so already, you can sign up for the 
portal at DuquesneUght.com/MyElectricUse.

Can all Duquesne Light residential customers 
participate in the Time-of-Use Program?

Customers who had an advanced digital meter 
installed before March 15, 2016, are eligible 
to participate. Customers on budget billing or 
those who have an unpaid balance from previous 
Duquesne Light bills cannot participate.

Can I un-enroll part way through 
the Program if I don't like it?

Yes. You can un-enroll at any time. Should 
you wish to re-enroll later on, the final date 
for enrollment is July 31, 2016.

What if I have additional questions or 
don't have access to the Internet?

Call us at 1 -888-WATTLEY (928-8539), press 
one and then select five. One of our customer 
service representatives can discuss the options 
and answer any questions so you'll have the 
information you need to make the decision 
that is best for you.

V''
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L.'jr.Dn-.i2r

Direct
Energy.

SWITCH TODAY AND

WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE OFFER

Dear <First Narne> <Lasi Name>,

High electricity bills can be frustrating because it seems like you have no control. As a resident in the Ouquesne Light service 
area, you have the power to choose an energy plan that works for you.

You might have heard that Direct Energy has partnered with Ouquesne Light to develop an exclusive Time of Use (TOU] 

product designed to help you take greater control of your utility bills and save money.

Our Peak Savings plan gives customers the opportunity to savemoneu by reducing consumption during the period when the 
demand for electricity is highest on the grid (the peak). All you have to do is reduce your use on weekdays from 2-6 p.m. to 
save on your electricity bills this summer!*

Summer QfkPeak Rate]

June 1 - Sept. 3D

S?9c/kWh

All day on weekends 
All hours on weekdays

, li.Cf?! ^-Sprr j I
Ii Use ycur washing 
I machine, dishwasher and 

ether appliances during 
I these hours

June 1 - Sept. 30

8.?9«/kWh

2 -6 p.m.

Reduce ycur use 
duringthesehours

Oct. 1 •• May 31 

?.69«/kWh

i

Ai' day

Enjoy tnis great, 
predictable fixed rate

Mors and more Ouquesne Light customers In <City> are selecting Direct Energy as their electricity supplier. Here's why:

► ENJOY PEAK SAVINGS: Reduce your use, and ycur sav ngs could add up fast. You'll experience the greatest savings if 
your heme is usually unoccupied from 2 - 6 p m on weekdays. Ycu have the power to make a difference in your bueget I

► SWITCHING IS EASY: There ate no cancellation or sign up fees, your utility dees no: change, and your service will not 
be interrupted.

► EARN REWARDS: We're the exclusive energy partner of Pisnti . the rewards program that lets you earn points in one 
place and use them a; another. Sign up today tc start earning po nts

Call us today at l-XXX-XXX-XXXX or,visit us at DirectEnergu.cpm/jQQQ(l ^ mmmmmm
and have your utility bill handy. This »s a limited time offer exclustwiy’for customers
so be sure to lock in your Peak Savings today—it s just one of the ways we're helping customers buuless of.wnatv^ciill



Customer ID: <X)0(XXXX>

[i’P Direct 
ttlfl Energy.

Dear <Fifst Name> <Last Name

ENJOYSUMMER

PREPAID CAR
High electricity bills can be frustrating because ? seems like you have no control. As a resident in the Duquesne Light service area, you have the 
power to choose an energy plan that works for ycu

You might have heard that Direct Energy has partnered with Duquesne Light to develop an exclusive Time of Use (TOU) product designed to help 
you take greater control of your utility bills and save money.

Our Peak Savings plan gives customers the opportunity to save money bu reducing consumption during the period when the demand for electricity is 
highest on the grid (the peak) Ail you have to do-s reduce your use on weekdays from 2~6p.m. to save on your electricity bills this summer!*

June 1 - Sept 30

S.?9e/kWh

AC day on weekends 
All nours on weekdays 

|E<:cpi 2 -5 p rr 1

Use- your wasning 
machine, dishwasher and 
other appl'onces during 

these hours

June i - Sept. 30

8.?9«/KWh

2-6pm 
|Wi«hcay', :n .

Seduce your use 
during these hours

Oct. 1 - May 31

?.69t/kWh

All Coy

Enjoy this great, 
predictable fixed rate

iSummerOff-Reak'Rate,

I
•' i-

More and more Duquesne Light customers in <City> are selecting Direct Energy as their electricity supplier. Here's why:

► ENJOY PEAK SAVINGS: Reduce your use, and your savings cculd add up fast. You'll experience the greatest savings if uour heme is usually 
unoccupied from 2- S p.m. on weekdays. You have the power to make a d ffeience in your budget1

► GET A $SQ BONUS: Sign up today and get a S50 Direct Energy Visa Prepaid Card to spend on anything you like!”

► EARN REWARDS: We're the exclusive energy partner of Plenti'. the rewards program that lets you earn points in one place and use them a; 
another. Sign up today to start earning points.

H
Call us today at l-XXX-XXX-XXXX or visit us atDirectEnergu:convjOO(Xi
and have your utility bill handy. This .'s a limited ume'offei*exclijsiv^iu iorcStqmers'iffh?Duquesne,Crghtsefytce.area; 
so be sure to lock in your Peak Savings today—it's just oneoTJiTwa^we're ft§pr^^iornefsS5fes^w2?we?5
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TOU Rate Comparison Overview

Duquesne light and Opower partnered in 2016 to provide a rate comparison 
mechanism for the two Time-of-Use pilot rates provided by Direct Energy and
WGL.

The web porta! was available at: www.duquesnelight.com/tou and a customer would
have to sign into the portal using their account number to see the comparison.

Who was eligible to see the My Rales comparison?

• Customers with new digital meters only.

• Must have at least 45 days worth of interval reads.

• Customers must be on the RH--M, RA--M, or RS--M base rate.

Why may the cost estimate not have reflected the customer's actual bill?

• The rate comparison was a forecast of projected energy usage at a specific time and 
may not reflect what actually occurs if a customer changes their behavior within a 
billing period post-estimate.

• Taxes and fees are not included. Only charges based on energy use were included 
in developing the forecast.

• The forecast was calculated using an analysis of the customer’s previous usage 
history. The longer history of interval and billing reads that a customer has, the 
more accurate their comparison should be.

The following slides highlight the experience for customers.



My Rates Overview Page

The top-level view of the My Rates page provides a summary of a customer’s current 
rate and any other rates for which they are eligible. Customers can compare the rates 
and click links to get more information about each one.

4* Duquesne Light
-Tastomir*

Horn* My Energy Um MyPlan _ WayytoSave

My Rates

•f trs=i2MS£

fcrp>?.nr>«e «ama« _ _ •,
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Resldeniial Residential Peak Savings Clean Energy
Alternative
Supplier

Service Time of Use
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We’ve esUmated your costs for each rate option. i



My Rates Detailed Page - Standard DLC Rate

The rate details page provides a more in-depth look at a given rate. The following 
information appeared for each rate:

• Rate name
• How it works
• Estimated cost details
• Ways to lower your bill
• Frequently-asked questions

In the example below, the customer can see more detail on the base DLC rate that they 
are currently on today (if applicable).

Duquesne Light

Heme MyUiege My Pros My Ren i WeyttoSeve .

Residential and Add on Heat Pump
Ovirtltw

& ■ >i:»t sp- ci i # iS“

*.i i.ti 'it *«.sc »•

HorvnwQntt

!.*• ■!•» i-r si/n-ri-t UT»r,.-:i;;rr-.r r« cj-
irit'Htw r true rr«?

c«i i-acs-scfl as:»p^ie3Aviy:;!

!t»h ccrsirt

6 Ea■-»;y f:

DBfl tn« r«t* i tm curttircr on nry 
t p-fl: ejnr m»m en O'# tim* c»a»jf?

in r» D :r.» cs*t fj:

minj# e.TWQs-« ci/ s- *♦** pi 'i:» « 
l u: if.* wnici rifrins csrrtjpt

HOW on«n OOt\ rtrj pne* to-<omp*f« 
nfl cnangt?
OuQitM U’;r. i <:Tip«'* tit*
cningit en /_r« t *ns C«:»s«*r • ;? 
ii:s j»»-_

Your estimated costs for the last 7 months

C\ tre • 31»•--1: ♦ «r. ^ r *t (t_; TcJ] ut how you use energy j

TrmiCen n-1 ^ ^ » ;i ;

w»rt ta low** iwt ca
: «• -t i a ;*t rs". s • :j •*«•«;< S i
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The page below shows the Direct Energy “Peak Savings” TOU rate details.

My Rates Detailed Page - Peak Savings

DuquesneUght
Or Cmb|7 ... ratr tow '

HoiR* My Energy IKe MyRstcc My Plan Way; to Save
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Peak Savings
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My Rates Detailed Page - Peak Savings

The page below is the Direct Energy-owned web page that customers were linked to.
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My Rates Detailed Page - Peak Savings

The page below shows the “Clean Energy Time-of-Use” details for the WGL rate. 
Unfortunately the WGL-owned page with additional details is no longer supported on 
their site so could not be included here.
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Throughout the My Rates page there are ways for customers to leam more information on 
their energy usage, as well as ways for them to self-select behavior changes that might 
make a TOU Rate more cost-effective for them.
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Throughout the My Rates page there are ways for customers to learn more information on 
their energy usage, as well as ways for them to self-select behavior changes that might 
make a TOU Rate more cost-effective for them.
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Research Objectives
The specific objectives for Duquesne Light's Time-oMJse (TOU) in-depth locus 

group research, includes:

> Evaluate satisfaction with the TOU program.

> Better understand the motivations lor enrolling in TOU and expectations for the 

program

> Explore ways TOU may have impacted consumer behavior

Determine if customers feel that participation in the program affects their overall 
feelings about DLC

> Identify TOU program improvements or enhancemenls to increase the 
perceived value and success of the program lor customers, while also 

identifying ways to increase participation in the program
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Methodology

:• Market Strategies two locus groups with Duquesne Light TOU participants on 

October 2O'\2016

Location Time Customer Type ir ol Participants

Campos
Research,
Pittsburgh.

Pennsylvania

5:30 p.m. Resiaantia! TOU 
PaMicipants

Residential TOU

it

11Paifcipams

Alt groups were moderated by Market Strategies International Senior Research 

Director, Christian Riepe

? Participants received a $100 incentive, plus $15 for parking-related costs.

> The groups averaged approximately two hours in length.

> The groups were audio and video taped and typed transcripts of each group 

were developed
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Key Findings

Ovsrail participant are happy with the program They descnDe it ae effortless, money-saving. 
envimnmcnlaHy-lricndly. and empowering While perceptions ol their savings varied based on how 
often Ihey were at home during the peak hours, most participants were satis! ed with their e«pener>cc 
on the program and the savings they were able to achieve 

■ Participants identified the following as Pros and Cons lor the program
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Key Findings

' Most part'Crpants believe they changed their behaviors as a result ol being cn the p'ogmm Most ware 
very careful lo avoid runn'ng the a r conditioning or other appliances during the peak hours They 
explained lhat they wou d wait until ftie peak hours end-id before running appliances Others would sol 
their ah condition ng especial y ow in iho morning to cool the house before turning it off during the peak 
heurs

> Participants reca'i receiving direct mail from both Duquesne Light and from Direct Energy in support of 
tne TOU program. For most, this is the way they first learned ol the program While a low did switch as 
a result of the mailer Irom OLC. most did not switch until tnoy had received the mailer Irom Direct 
Energy Despite acting based on the 0 reel Energy materials, it was the supped from Duquesne Light 
that convinced many participants to try the program

i ucr^a'fycu'tw OwTuosno i vjnr ce&iuse, We / so*r. i jot tne f.yerrn.-eujn rrw> na-t from 0‘eci Sncrjy t aanteato 
rnakesum Tnesc pocp'o s<i<J -f s j tor 0/;:utt going on Youaont knew *r\ityov're gening yeurseiUnto So < aitcd 
Duoiioxno Ligni. ancr they on'ignitned mo on it Tnoy sjto mm yean, tney mere gonna Be Centra it So 1 warn w-m f

• Participants were attracted to iho program because they left ccrlidont that il the program was rot 
saving them money, that they could switch back for free at any time. Most cl the participants m ihe 
groups had never switched suppliers before' for these individuals, the no cancellation lee promise was 
especially powerful in moving Ihem to take the risk of switching from DLC

• Most participants did not visit the website to check on their usage white on the pregram. However, 
many panic pants felt that the emails they were receiving notifying them about tneir energy usage were 
hetptul They welcomed these emails ard wanted more detail on their usage

> Communication with OLC and Direct Energy dunng the program was limited A few participants 
contacted DlC, Cut for reasons unrelated to the TOU program.



Implications and Recommendations

• "3! cvSNjmcri vrf'..-: snrciin« Mrr-« cl Use eragfafn, mo/ lo^na mai ineu cofla.ia.-s Pangea as a direct result c' 
tt'eiroanijicdtcn a me program in oroer tc tava aa^amage at me cast savings, trey actively ranged mj.r energy 
consumption porioms Atttiougti, it seems iota! energy usage may rot r.a/a cnarged, f a crstribuilon c/ me rouscr-oia 
'cao appears to rave crangad

' Part-cpants are roop-r win trio program and wsu d like to see » eipanaod to mcludo a larger pcdionoi me yaar, 
pernaps ty inc'ud'ng wrier months or py adding an oddiUonai month to me summen me prog»am

-- Tno participation oi Oupuesne Light was an integral pan oi 'legitirujing' me program lor customer: and gave mem mo 
confidence mat may could ro’tabiy switch tc a new suso**' wimevt C'Vjct-ng melt service or toe* like they wsjte Ming 
dacoivod

• Additional communication oHon; will be nacossor/ to e*pano eatollmen! in the program While most oariictpans in this 
sivCy iscj'I receiv-nga O 'ect mail piece hom com Ducvesno Light and irom Direct Energy me overall lan&a'.-ty w.th 
me mailer suggests mot awareness in mo total customer Peso may bo relatively ic*

• Multiple communication channels wil te reguirea 10 e tea no artrottment in mo program

• Multiple cJieet mail ettcr.s wet also oe recu red ic a<sand awareress c! me program

• "uturo comnunieatcns about mo yog-am should include me Iciic-wng messaging

• O'S.yjgregatiun usage details o hghiighi pcienuai sav-ngs Irom individuals arxliarces (e g . 'Keeping yc.ut 50' 
loievtsion turned eft during tr.ii peak r me cWd sa.s you SX.V

• PjrnciOUt on rn the ciogt.im empo-wors custpmori to belle' control tno r energy consumption and electticily C'U

• Switching to the oreginm and 3Ait.cinat'0ndi»ririgtne program are s.npta and easy to co

• Enccsod Oy DuQuesneLight

• No canco s' cr, k-»s swicn back at any time

Overall Program Lvaluation



Most participants had a positive experience with the TOU program. They 
found if easy to participate and felt more in control over their energy 
consumption and spending.
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Overall participants are happy with the program. They describe it using 

words such as effortless, money-saving, environmenlally-friendly, and 

empowering.
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Several participants lelt that their participation in the program has societal 
benefits, which helped motivate them to enroll.

> Living by myselt, Ihe stult Itial runs all the tunc the refrigerator, trig recordc-rs tor trie TV se/s I 
have The computer is on. And it I don't use stuff between two and sit. then that means that Duguosne 
Light or Direct Energy isn't gcnna have to power up another coat-fired generator Save the environment 

and ait that That realty - that was the reason why i did it

■' I mean it seemed painless enough, t don’t know if my efforts onty save Duquesne Light money and 
eftort I don 't think it really saves me a whole lot necessarily but my bill s pretty Ion anyway

> If you're thinking about how it's reducing the energy load during that peak lime it's essentially helping 

your neighbors by not creating a possib!a brown out situation or something so I don't Anew /icnv to say 
that in two words

:• They mentioned this is in the original brochure, they have to use coal and stuff which is dirtier when 
people go over so if you use less during these times they spend less lime generating coal power wh.ch 
is dirtier

Participants identified the following pros and cons of the Time of Use 

Program.

PROS? '.'CONS' : ’

• Saves money

• Saves energy

• Makes you feel empowered and lee’ good 
about what you're doing

• He&s the environment because it Imits the 
need lor erira generation

• Makes you more aware of your daily 
behaviors that maybe using energy

• Leads to fewer equipment breaks lor DtC. 
which wifi help keep bite low

• Can switch with no cancoKal on lee

• Does not require much of a sacrifice to see 
the savings

• Good rates

• Leads to fewer brownouts

• Grveyouachocetoparticpale

• Makes you more energy conscious

• Give you control over your usage

■ Provides usage data____________________

Some not receiving emails on energy usage 

Wart more specific feedback on energy 
usage (hourly dala)

Bad program if you are at home during peak 
hours

Hard lo know how much money you are 
actually saving

Unsure how the program works after 
September (off-peak months)

Covers too few months

Some moved usage to earlier times in the
day ("blast my AC unltl noon*)

Had lo switch suppliers 

Had lo go to a separate website 

Should be integrated with smart thermostats 

Took longer for the bill to be finalized



While many participants were not at home during the peak hours, many 
adjusted their usage o! appliances and air conditioning during peak hours.
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Most challenging part of the whole experience was

> / guess making lt.e initial ra'l and Being on the phone tvith it for a few minutes There's nothing else 

challenging

> I ivoutd say getting the other people in the house to buy into it Because / wjs Hxrc and I nas 
controlling it but the people that wetent there and then Iheyd te them one day at 2 00 and you Know 
"Turn on tho air' and you're like ’nor

Behavior modification

> For me it was knaving exactly wtiich day it was going to take cited and it happened mid-cycle tor me 
and I didn't (hink that was nonnat Because I signed up tor it and typically when you change suppliers it 
takes a month or five and I wanted to make sure t wasn't using >t a tot between 2 and 6 when that 
would actually take into ehect Ccntirmalion ot exactly which day that would haw been good

> Tne hardest pert was (adjusting] our htestyte - got home at J 00 and started load cl wash so - ’Wile, 
don't do that' So that was somewhat d’tticuli lor a white

Program Awareness & Communications



Most participants are no! av/are of news or announcements about 
Duquesne Light, but many have noticed the new logo.
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Many participants are aware ol other energy efficiency programs, though 
recall of the “Watt Choices" seems to be low
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Consistently, participants appreciate receiving the usage emails, with 
many expressing the desire for more information
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Participants are very interested in receiving more detailed information on 
their usage. They want to see disaggregated usage data so they can 
make more informed decisions on usage of individual appliances.
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Most panicipanls recall receiving mailers from both Duquesne Light and 
Direct Energy. A few panicipanls instead only recall a phone call from 

Direct Energy about the program.
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Consistently participants felt that the mailers should have included more 
details on how they could save money, specifically asking for 

disaggregation usage for individual appliances.
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Interactions with Duquesne Light and with Direct Energy during the 
program were very limited. Most had no contact with either company.

:■ Jtisl set up an account for the home lino, but it 's not really that useful because the billing still comes 
through DuQuesne Light. And you can't roally see your usage there so it's just yeah.

> No reason to coll. I think it's only lor that Ihrco-rvonth period.

Motivations for Enrolling



Participants were most often motivated to switch by the mailers from 
Duquesne Light and Direct Energy. The involvement of Duquesne Light 
helped to “legitimize' the program for some participants.
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Participants were clearly motivated to enroll in the plan because it did not 
include any cancellation fees and they felt comfortable that they could 

“switch back" at any time.
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Program participants speculated at possible reasons why others did not 
enroll. They believe the key barriers are apathy, distrust ol the program, 
not understanding the program, or simply being unaware of the program.
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Wosl participants in the groups had to switch to Direct Energy from 
Duquesne Light in order to participate - for nearly all it was a non-issue. 
One participant expressed dissatisfaction lor having to switch suppliers in 
order to enroll in the program.
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Participants were mixed in the amount of savings they expected. Some 
were unsure what to expect and were happy to be saving any amount, 
others were very calculating about their expected savings amount.
> / don l kno.v I didn't really hno*. I mean that's why / got into it I was hoping it was going to tie 

significant enough to be able to stay with it Because they eld say i! it was going to be a good program 
enough people wanted to stay in. then they were going to continue the program It was a gamble

■■■ I didn’t know I just had no dea ..t really had no idea going m like what t was going to save 

* / don't think that t thought of it in the terms of what I was going to save specifically. It was more that I 
was impressed with the company that was otfenng to help you tower your bitl and to perhaps not have 
brownouts because people were using so much electricity during specific times. So. il I couid not uso 
as much electricity that would help maybe stave off problems down the road 

» l didn't know. I just lodredat the rate and sad this is good compared to Duquesne Light

vVeW when / got my first bill I calculated it so during peak hours I was paying 8.79 per kilowatt-hour I 
only used 16 kilowatt-hours at peak rate, so that was S!. 45 and non-peak I used 325 at 579 so my total 
bill, this is just the supplier pari of it was $20 31. Ill had stayed with Duquesno light it would have 
been $27.60 so that was - Si7 30 savings It was - I’m like - I was nght. this is a no-brainer

> I would say mine was less than I expected because it turns out that my usage was less than I expected 
so fime together how much you saved, how much your usage is

.-. Its about the same with me I thought Id save more, I didn’t really have too many expectations that it 
wasn't that much

.. I knew mine was going to be about $3 00 because I normally use about 123 Kilowatts par month. Two 

cents less I think is what the savings was If was about $2 50- S3 00 a month
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When asked to describe their '‘ideal" program, participants recommended 

a customized peak time window, being able to enroll online, and 
incentives for enrolling in the program.

- / frvrrt <? shcii'd t:c a ^nde to! iO-igi' because Ihsro 3‘U efre'r.es in tti’s a.'s.i to me semsnenrT.s it 
gets ext.virety nrr in the area In fc Ainommc yaw heats nsnnirg an ire litre Sc I think r, acuI'J tie 
beret, bke she s.rd. to raw? j t rie Icr jcr pared so you cor- eea!!y see Ahai s gang c Aith ycer tilts

• I tn-nk ‘t st'hii'c! 11? pmsord'iced to the custonn-r

- Not recessar.iy dMereot H'/irfOrtS. Lujina* that trey ha.e rip Oj'.t they ccdj letiyco tnsi-J on yee 
usage, there's no guarantee that you're going to continue to use :i that way Based cn you' usage 
here's Ahji yc-u can s.r,$ Net syne It'ecrcucal figure

• you crtijtU custumov :l and maybe too ra'.o *c;t!d Ce ditte'cnt though ,f you naa 2 00 to C 00. ’ 9 
K'lcc.itts cr .ihatO'.er II you Chose I to 7. it ncuid ptchobly bo ditioront but it would vrvbabiy bn’ng 
peep’s in more because they wcutd sti:l say "Hey this wsw.;-' t-etter <:r me "
Li'ks nra: V.vton sail?, ii tr.ey put cut rrcro irtcnr.j'ion. that was telatabie that erne: peop'o could rciste 
to. I think they would have more reap'd sign up 'or a /.tare awareness 

tt -AVitld te nme it you ccuk] sign up 'or it onlru versus ha.-mg to. cal’

you can use it towards you' b.'! A $25 GO gift card used towards yam £:•’• if you sign un to' toe t.rr.o to 
save program,.

Many participants were contused about what their rates would be alter the 

peak months had ended. They need more clarification on how the 
program works in off-peak months.

I m nol :.J J j t -;a vc I r>) ’to'' Li>>S ;l <■. i rii cJ l"^ pi.,ji.im :!’u r;, or-.i j •. < i ,! ir ii.r.,?! y
r'j»‘ y'.-.v" Dc 1 lc -Jr an-/nr-j ■ jnt r.:w' I .J;n'i --.o.-.
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spam „• uoui i ai.:s<"a;>cal!v tnggor aj.yn u: mo t.h o' .vg then :r-: tuco rat-.' tr.a:; ;n the rot 
summer toc'-to? is tr.U r.ito l'*e c-er, C .'ro.'.-to? the, a hunt me : oa.-n- ra'-e i ■ ■ ?,-.i :• ir.s ■; 
;;:vn,y :c. oo cr acj j;.!/'.vto f <;r ;:.;r s'.l? !i<00 'cn.-.c'‘ ia.l> r..rt ?f irrv.m en; s rp’ ICO'. 
ih ■■'■'J
I I'la: !■• i."to::-\:(..'-: as tar a • am tr rmp'.im *'s c'it "g n i : •.-r. ara , -i., i-.i
■ CPii'drh! ‘ rd " l r,,r-J~uvr- .r :! o m: :■! nuu'rmh.r: ?;>• ~ wrs rr S.-. i r.a <-tl Dmr.:
cro gy ;c tr, to t-nj ;-,:t my ta'i <5 oe and mo acw. tr.-.-t t -.ro-e ,\’tn she sauidr : won 
to! nit iv.75 ,i;j; rro kept si, r.j 7 ;.to; ret yto A.-.i/ r.o '.3to ; j:mg 10 so "t adv.’:'■■■ ■'■no 
’’ to just h'-o it na lo no sense to me L.'-i: it a JJ ,'.3,' rpJ|,V t-jr.ms: r.; Ar, ; t jrdec UP •7;,; vv 
ws;- so 1 tcurj ci:> :re arjw.jr put st'o cou'di: 1 ;.vo a to me



Group 1: Participant Profile
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Group 2: Participant Profile
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Duquesne Light Company Time-of-Use and Real Time Pricing Plan

Third and Final Progress Report - November 30, 2016

Background - First TOU Reporting Period

Pursuant to Act 129 of 2008.' on December 28. 2009. Duquesne Light Company ("Duquesne" or 

"Company") submitted its Petition for Approval of its Time-of-Use ("TOU") and Real Time 
Pricing ("RTP") Plan ("Plan"). In addition to satisfying an Act 129 obligation, the purpose of the 
proposed four-step Plan was to integrate TOU rates into practice and to complement both the 
Company's Energy Efficiency and Conservation and Demand Response Plans ("EECDR") and 
Smart Meter Implementation Plan.

Step 1 - (2010) Conduct Market Analysis
Step 2 - (2011) Implement Residential Pilot Program Infrastructure
Step 3 - (2012) Implement Residential Pilot Programs
Step 4 - (2013) Implement TOU Pricing Programs to Smart Meter Customers

The Plan proposed three TOU alternatives for evaluation. The Time-of-Week program (TOU-1) 
was designed around the limited capabilities of the Company's existing residential meter 
infrastructure. TOU-1 was designed to provide approximately 1,000 residential customers with 
an incentive to reduce their usage during certain summer months measured against a baseline 
consumption mark set during those months in the previous year.

The Time-of-Day program (TOU-2) was a summertime plan in which customer's rates varied 
between on-peak and off-peak usage. It was designed to encourage approximately 100 residential 
customers to shift their summer usage from on-pcak to off-peak hours. Due to limitations of the 
current metering and billing system, new meters were installed on these customer's homes capable 
of collecting and storing hourly usage data.

TOU-3 was an expanded TOU plan proposed to coincide with the deployment of smart meters. 
The parameters of TOU-3 would be based on information learned from TOU-1 and TOU-2 and 
customer research. Evaluation of small commercial and industrial ("C&I") customer interest in 
TOU rates also was to be considered. Participation in TOU-3 would be strictly voluntary.

On June 23, 2010. at Docket No. P-2009-2149807, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
("Commission") approved the Company's Plan requiring, among other items, supplemental 
reports addressing Plan progress on September 30 each year.

In October 2010. a Company team was formed for program development and to implement the 
Plan. The team worked together to define objectives and key communication messages: define 
customer participation criteria: create program materials: install hourly-read meters for TOU-2; 
implement process changes and work with outside consultants for customer research in a 
collaborative effort to achieve Plan goals. This collaborative process led to the creation of 
Duquesne's Smart Sense pilot program, the formation of a Smart Sense website and a Smart Sense 
email mailbox for customer communication. 1

1 66 Pa.S.C.$ 2807(0(5)
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In April 2011. the team successfully enrolled 1,341 residential customers in the Time-of-Week 
(TOU-l) program and 111 residential customers in the Time-of-Day (TOU-2) program. The team 
engaged customers in the pilot through surveys and communication materials. Electric usage data 
(kilowatt-hours or “kWh’') collected from participants during the months of June 2011 through 
September 2011 was used as baseline data to develop the program design and to measure program 

success.

On November 30, 2011,2 the Company filed its first progress report. The report summarized an 

analysis of customer usage data and the results from on-line web surveys and customer focus 
groups to form the final design and pricing of the two Smart Sense pilot programs. The Company's 
research indicated that customers prefer programs that are simple in structure, easy to understand 
and offer meaningful opportunities to reduce energy costs with options that accommodate various 
levels of risk, following is a description of each Smart Sense pilot program.

Time-of-Week Program: Customers who reduce their June 2012 through September 2012 
electricity use by 10% or more below' their 2011 baseline kilowatt-hour usage would 
receive a 10% incentive credit on the default service supply charge portion on their bill. 
As an added incentive, customers who reduce their monthly consumption 10% for all four 

2012 applicable months — June 2012 through September 2012 — would receive an 
additional 10% off of their September 2012 default service supply charge. Credits to the 
customer would be provided in the following month's bill.

Time-of-Dav Programs: The Company proposed two rate options in response to customer 
input. These tw'o options provided each customer a choice, depending on their level of risk 
and perceived opportunity to modify their behavior to save. The proposed rates for the tw'o 
Time-of-Day programs were based on the Company's existing default service rates for 
residential customers.- There was no guarantee of savings to the customer from these two 

programs. * 111

Table 1: Smart Sense TQU Rates for the Time-of-Dav Prourams

Time-of-Dav 1 Time-of-Dav 2
On-Peak Period Weekdays 1 p.m. to 6 p.nv Weekdays 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Off-Peak Period 6 p.m. to 1 p.m. weekdays and all 

weekend hours
6 p.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays and all 

weekend hours
On-Peak Rate 15.72 cents/kWh 31.44 cents/kWh
Off-Peak Rate 6.13 cents/kWh 5.86 cents/kWh

2 On August 2. 2011. the Company submitted a petition to the Commission to extend the filing date of all supplemental 

reports to November 30 each year. On September 27, 2011. the Commission approved the Company's request to 
submit the supplemental reports by November 30 each year.

' Since these were pilot programs, the Time-of-Day rates proposed in Supplement No. 57 were only available to the
111 eligible participants for a four month period beginning June 1. 2012. through September 30. 2012.
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In addition to receiving communication materials on energy saving tips, energy efficient products, 
and opportunities to provide feedback through on-line surveys and focus groups, participants who 
remained in the program through September 30, 2012. would receive a $100 pre-paid debit card 
as appreciation for their input.

On March 20, 2012, the Company filed Supplement No. 57 to Tariff Electric, Pa. P.U.C. No. 24 
with an issued date ofMarch 20, 2012, and an effective date of May 19, 2012, in compliance with 
the Commission's Order dated June 23, 2010, at Docket No. P-2009-2149807. Supplement No. 57 
implemented the two TOU rate options for the Time-of-Day pilot programs. In addition to 
Supplement No. 57, on March 20. 2012, Duquesne Light concurrently filed a Petition for special 
permission to file a tariff supplement to become effective on less than 60 days-notice. The 
proposed effective date was on or before April 27, 2012, to allow' time for the Company to 
communicate approved details of the programs to the Smart Sense pilot participants. On April 26, 
2012, at Docket Nos. R-2012-2294694 and P-2012-2295300, the Commission approved the 
Company's request.

After the April 26, 2012, Commission approval of Supplement No. 57, the Company requested 
Time-of-Day (TOU-2) participants select one of the two TOU rate options from Table 1 above. 
Those who did not respond to the request would be placed on the TOD-1 rate. When solicited, 16 
participants chose TOD-1 and 55 chose TOD-2. The remaining 30 participants w'ho did not reply 
w ere placed on TOD-I. which balanced the number of participants betw een TOD programs.

Background - Second TOU Reporting Period

On November 30. 2012, the Company filed its second progress report. The report evaluated 
customer response during the effective period June 1. 2012, through September 30. 2012. and 
compared that response to baseline data. The report focused on customer response and customer 
feedback during the effective period of June I, 2012. through September 30, 2012. and identified 
customer interests that could benefit design and implementation of future TOU programs. The 
report did not analyze system impacts because of the changes in customer participation levels 
throughout the period, gaps in data, and the limited number of participants in the Time-of-Day 
pricing program. Instead, it concentrated on customer participation and feedback.

The primary objectives of the participant research were to continue to gather information about 
participant awareness of energy consumption and conservation; assess customer reaction to 
program results; assess reaction to program design; and gauge overall satisfaction with the pilot 

program.

Specifically, participant research involved:
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• Evaluating participant satisfaction;

• Gathering feedback on program design;

• Evaluating specific aspects of the program (e.g., on-peak periods, rates);

• Determining impression of website interactions;

• Measuring participant satisfaction with communications, communication methods and 
messages; and

• Determining if participants would be likely to enroll in similar programs in the future;

During the second program year, the Company used a steady stream of email messages, in addition 
to a dedicated website section, to communicate with participants. In addition, bill messages were 
used to keep the participants informed. As reported in the second progress report, customer 
response to communications was favorable. Customer research confirmed the majority of the 
participants didn't mind having an e-mail address as their main means of contact. Most indicated 
the process was efficient and those that did send an e-mail received a response in a timely and 
thorough manner.

The following considerations for future residential program design were identified from this 
research and reported in the second progress report:

1. Manage expectations - Define up front opportunities and expected outcomes. Customers need 
to understand the results of their actions, both the magnitude and the potential risks and 
benefits.

2. Options - Pricing options, the flexibility to switch back to a flat rate, and the opportunities 
with energy efficiency products and services are examples of options that make customers feel 
in control. Focus group research did identify some customer interest in a bill protection 
program. It is unlikely that a higher incentive (i.e.. a higher participation incentive) would 
have produced materially different customer outcomes.

3. Data - Access to data eventually provided through smart meters will be valuable for the 

customer.
4. Communications - Use of the web and email received positive customer feedback and should 

be continued.

Background - Third TOU Reporting Period

On November 30. 2012. the Company submitted a Petition to Modify the TOU Plan schedule and 
reporting requirements. The Company proposed to delay the TOU-3 portion of the TOU Plan to 
align with smart meter deployment and the Company default service plan that would be in effect 
June 1, 2015. to May 31. 2017. In that Petition, the Company committed to certain TOU Plan 
schedule and reporting requirements and to delay the third TOU report until November 30. 2016. 
By order entered August 15. 2013. at Docket No. P-2009-2149807, the Commission authorized
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the Company to delay TOU implementation until June 1,2015, and to delay reporting requirements 
until November 30. 2016.

On May 28. 2015, Duquesne filed a Petition for Waiver to extend the time to implement, among 
other items, a Time-of-Use Program (Docket No. P-2015-2484590), explaining that the Company 
was precluded from implementing the approved TOU Program during the summer of 2015. The 
Company felt that by commencing the TOU Program in June of 2016 when it anticipated having 
approximately 200,000 meters installed that would be capable of recording usage on an hourly 
basis, it would increase the number of eligible customers which would both encourage EGSs to 
participate in the TOU Program and provide sufficient data to validate testing results. By Order 
entered July 30, 2015. the Commission granted Duquesne's request for an extension of time to 
implement its TOU Program to become effective June 1. 2016. with reporting requirements 
regarding the Program to be filed with the Commission no later than November 30, 2016.

Accordingly, this third and final TOU Report is being submitted in compliance with the 
Commission's Orders at Docket No. P-2009-2149807 and Docket No. P-2015-2484590.

Third TOU Reporting Period 

TOU Collaborative Process

On June 4, 2015, Duquesne Light sent an invitation to all parties in its Default Service Plan Vll 
("DSP VIT) proceeding along with invitations to AEP Energy and US Gas and Electric Inc.4 to 

participate in an initial TOU collaborative meeting on June 25, 2015. Parties were invited to 
participate in person, by webinar or by teleconference.

The initial TOU collaborative meeting was held on June 25, 2015. and was attended by 
representatives from Duquesne Light, the Office of Consumer Advocate ("OCA") and the 
Coalition for Affordable Utility Services and Energy Efficiency in Pennsylvania (“CAUSE-PA"). 
No EGSs participated in the initial collaborative.

Duquesne Light presented its TOU options via a PowerPoint slide deck provided in Attachment 1. 
The slide deck explained that both Rate Ready and Bill Ready TOU options would be available 
for EGSs to provide TOU service to customers. Duquesne Light informed participants at the 
collaborative that Bill Ready functionality would be available by May 31. 2016, in time for the 
TOU program. Duquesne Light responded to questions from the TOU collaborative participants 
primarily in regard to process, eligibility and enrollment. The Company asked all entities for 
comments by July 10. 2015. Those comments were considered prior to the second collaborative 
meeting. 1

1 AEP Energy and US Gas Inc. expressed an interest in participating in a prior default service collaborative.
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Duquesne Light held a Second TOU Collaborative meeting on July 22. 2015. That PowerPoint 
slide deck is provided as Attachment 2. Representatives from the OCA and CAUSE-PA also 
participated in this collaborative meeting. No EGSs participated in the second collaborative.

As a result of the two collaborative meetings, the participants were able to reach a consensus on 
many, but not all. TOU issues. The Company made a filing on September 30. 2015. with the 
Pennsylvania PUC (Docket No. P-2015-2506002) that detailed the parameters of the proposed 
TOU program, a description of the rules for the Rate Ready and Bill Ready billing options, the 
TOU agreement, cost recovery, pro forma tariff sheets and TOU program reporting requirements.3 
The Commission approved the Company's filing by Order dated January 28. 2016.

November 18, 2015 - RFP Issued for EGS Participation

The Company alerted EGSs early in the TOU process of this opportunity to offer TOU pricing to 
residential customers and to gauge their interest. As such, the Company identified potential 
providers and an initial request for proposal ("RFP") was conducted with the top ten (10) suppliers 
of residential customers and/or suppliers that historically participated in these types of RFPs.

A TOU procurement website was established. RFP information and instructions were sent to 
suppliers, and a technical datasheet was created. A copy of this information is provided in 

Attachment 3.

On November 18. 2015. the RFP for the TOU program w'as opened to potential EGSs. Each EGS 
was notified via e-mail and phone call about the procurement opportunity. The Company 
monitored the TOU procurement website for activity and as of December 15. 2015, there was little 
activity or interest from EGSs. The first TOU RFP was ultimately closed on January 7. 2016. 

without a bid or EGS interest.

Due to lack of EGS interest in the first RFP. during the month of December 2015. the Company 
informally contacted the Office of Competitive Market Oversight ("OCMO") and notified them of 
the potential that the Company's TOU RFP may not have a bidder. In early January 2016. the 
Company also contacted the Retail Energy Supply Association ("RESA”) to enlist its support to 

engage member EGSs.

RESA shared the RFP materials and the Company filing with its members. RESA and the 
Company conducted a conference call on January 27. 2016. The companies that were invited to 
the call were: Constellation. ConEd Solutions. Direct Energy, AEP Energy. WGL Energy and 
NRG. Reliant Energy (NRG) did not participate on the call but did have a subsequent discussion 5

5 As explained in the Company's September 30. 2015. filing, the TOU program was only offered to residential 
customers as the functionality for commercial and industrial customers to have data collection and communications 
svstems installed with respect to their smart meters would not be available until May 3 l. 2016. which would not allow 
enough time for those customers to be included in the 2016 TOU Program. A copy of that filing may be found on the 
PaPUCs website at http://www.puc.pa.gov/about_puc/consoIidated_case_view.aspx?Docket=P-2015-2506002.
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and e-mail communications with Duquesne Light. The Company received sufficient feedback and 
interest from EGSs to justify that a second RFP would deliver EGS response to the TOU RKP.

February 5, 2016 - RFP Issued for EGS Participation

On February 5. 2016. the second RFP was opened for the aforementioned suppliers. Each EGS 
was sent an e-mail invitation and received a follow up phone call. Attachment 4 is a screen shot 
of the internal RFP platform that shows the bidders and the Company's interaction with the 
suppliers. Questions from bidders were due by close of business on February 12. 2016, with 
responses from the Company due back by February 20. 2016. The second TOU RFP was closed 
on February 29,2016.

On February 7. 2016. the Tribune Review wrote an article about the Duquesne Light time-of-use 
program entitled, ''Utilities' time-of-use pricing encourages reduced usage during peak hours.” 
The article was well received and gave the pending RFP and the TOU program more attention. A 
copy of the article is provided as Attachment 5.

The Company received three (3) Rate Ready bids and one (I) Bill Ready bid as a result of the 
second TOU RFP. A Technical Datasheet response was also provided with the pricing from the 
EGSs. The bids were analyzed and scored on the basis of their answers, but with a high weighting 
to the pricing of the bids. The bid prices were analyzed by using a standard load profile for an 
average residential customer. The profile and shape w'ere consistent with the PJM settlement and 
supplier information that the Company uses. By applying this methodology consistently to all 
EGS TOU price offerings, the Company was able to determine the lowest price for customers 
using either the Bill Ready or Rate Ready product. The intent of the Program was not to charge 
customers more with a punitive rate should they not alter their usage behaviors. The PUC was 
notified of the rates and the decision process before awarding the bidders the Program.

Two (2) EGSs were awarded the opportunity to offer TOU pricing programs to residential 
customers. Direct Energy Services was awarded the Rate Ready offer and WGL Energy Services 
was awarded the Bill Ready offer. Table 2 below summarizes the winning EGS TOU price 
offerings.

Table 2: TOU Price Offerings from Winning Bidders6

EGS Direct Energy Services WGL Energy Services
Type of Billing Rate Ready Bill Ready
Summer On-Peak Period Weekdays 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Weekdays Noon to 7 p.m.
Summer Off-Peak Period 6 p.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays and all 

weekend hours and holidays
7 p.m. to Noon weekdays and all 

weekend hours and holidays
Summer On-Peak Rate 8.79 cents/kWh 9.700 cents/kWh
Summer Off-Peak Rate 5.79 cents/kWh 6.467 cents/kWh
Non-Summer Rate All Hours 7.69 cents/kWh 7.109 cents/kWh

" The summer period is from June l. 2016. through September 30. 2016. October 1. 2016. through May 3 1.2017. is 
the non-summer period.
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On March 4. 2016, the Company held an informal call with OCMO informing them of the TOD 
RFP results and winning bidders. The Company reviewed the bid process, the methodology for 
analyzing the bid prices, and the overall decision process for selecting the winning EGSs for the 
TOD Program. There were no questions or issues identified with the results.

The Company worked with both EGSs to complete the documentation that would make the results 
official. On March 22. 2016. agreements were fully executed with both EGSs.

The Company continued to work with each EGS during the months of April and May 2016 to 
prepare for the opening of the TOU Program on June 1. 2016. Conference calls were conducted 
and e-mail communications occurred with each EGS. Attachment 6 is a five-page supplier 
question and answer document that was sent to both suppliers, ensuring they both had the same 
answers to implement the TOU Program.

CSR Training / IVR Updates

The Company conducted internal training with customer service representatives ("GSRs”) to 
ensure they had proper training to understand and respond to customer phone calls. This training 
was conducted on March 17, March 31 and April 29. 2016. The Company utilized a subset of 
specialized CSRs via a dedicated phone number to discuss the options and answer any questions 
so the customer could make an informed decision that best suits their needs.

In addition to CSR training, the Company added a selection to its Interactive Voice Response 
system ("1VR") that instructed customers to visit w'ww'.DuquesneLight.com/TOU where 
customers could view valuable insight and information regarding the TOU offerings, or choose 
the option to speak to a CSR.

A copy of the training material is provided as Attachment 7.

Customer Communications

Duquesne Light created an eligibility list in Mid-April 2016 which contained approximately 
185.000 residential customers. In addition to having a fully functioning smart meter, the eligibility 
criteria for the residential customer included: no net metering, no budget billing plan, no CAP 
customers and no account delinquency. All eligible customers were mailed a TOU marketing 
packet w'hich included a letter announcing the Program and an overview of Time-of-Use. how the 
Program works and each supplier's specific program details including TOU hours and rates. In 
addition, the packet provided information on how to sign up. including contact numbers for the 
two (2) suppliers. The material also included additional Frequently Asked Questions (”FAQs“) 
such as how' a customer who is enrolled in TOU can track their usage, access the online TOU 
comparison calculator, un-enrolling. as well as how- to contact Duquesne Light w ith any additional 
questions. Attachment 8 contains the letter and FAQs.
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Customer Enrollment

There were two (2) suppliers who offered TOU rates to eligible customers. Direct Energy Services 
and WGL Energy Services. Each EGS offered its own distinctive program with specific on-peak 
and off-peak hours and rates.

Enrollment began on May 28, 2016. and closed on July 31. 2016. In total, 336 residential 
customers enrolled with Direct Energy Services and one residential customer enrolled with WGL 
Energy Services.7

Chart 1 below shows enrollment for Direct Energy Services. By the end of June, approximately 
80% of the 336 Direct Energy Services customers were enrolled in the TOU program.

Chart 1 - Direct Energy Services Time-of-Use Enrollment

In accordance with the Company's EGS Coordination Tariff Rule No. 5.4.4, EGSs participating 
in the Company's TOU program were required to provide materials related to marketing their TOU 
pricing plan to enroll customers8.

The following is a list of information from Rule No. 5.4.4.g

a. On-peak and off-peak rates and applicable time period - Rate Ready and Bill Ready billing
b. Financial incentives to enroll (e.g. gift card for enrollment)

7 Only one customer, who enrolled with Direct Energy Services, participated in the Company's 2011-2012 Smart 
Sense TOU pilot program.
8 The Company's tariffs may be found on the Company website at https://www.duquesnelight.com/customer- 
service/customer-choice/rates/tariff-resources.

This same list of information is also included in the Company's September 30. 2015. filing at Docket No. P-2015- 
2506002. Page No. 12.
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c. Communication materials sent to customers (e.g. email, mailings)
d. Marketing and advertising materials
e. Customer survey results
f. EOS website information
g. EGS bill messages for TOU participants
h. Linkage of rates to technology (e.g. smart thermostats)
i. Total incremental Company expenses to implement the program

The Company contacted Direct Energy Services and WGL Energy Services to determine if either 
EGS had implemented additional communication or marketing initiatives identified above to enroll 
residential customers in the TOU program. A copy of Direct Energy Services* marketing material 
is provided as Attachment 9.

Duquesne Light Website / OPower

The Company has had a successful and ongoing relationship with the firm OPower to provide 
customers access to energy consumption information along with other value added services on the 
Company's w'ebsite. By leveraging that relationship. Duquesne Light partnered with Opower to 
develop a TOU specific rate modeling portal.

At the Company's direction, the OPower web application was expanded to include a savings 
analysis for TOU program participants that would model the pricing of each supplier and the Price 
to Compare ("PTC").

Duquesne Light provided each customer access to a web portal that provided access to a rate 
comparison tool, energy efficiency tips, and the ability to view their usage month-to-month and 
day-to-day. The rate comparison tool allowed customers to evaluate both TOU rate offerings 
compared to their current rate. This analysis assisted customers in determining whether they 
wanted to participate in the program, potential savings ofeach. as well as determining which option 
would best suit their needs. In addition to the rate comparison tool, it allowed customers to gain 
further information about each offering. It also offered the customers direct links and access to 
each EGSs phone number and website for questions and enrollment. Attachment 10 provides 
screenshots from the web portal.

The information in Chart 2 below highlights that customers w'ere interacting with the "My Rates" 
page the most during the TOU enrollment period and. after engagement, tailed off. During the 
peak in June, over 5% of total Opower Web Portal page views were on the "My Rates" page.
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Chart 2 - "Mv Rates"* Page Interaction

Weather - CDD in Duquesne Light Company Zone (Pittsburgh PA)

A cooling degree day (CDD) in this analysts is calculated by first averaging the final historical 
daily high and low temperature from AccuWeather Pittsburgh PA. A baseline of 65° is then 
subtracted from the average for each day to create a daily CDD, with negative numbers set to zero. 
Table 3 below aggregates all the CDDs by month over the past 4 years. The summer of 2016 was 
warmer than three (3) previous summers; 2016 had 49% more CDD than the three-year average 
and August 2016 had 84% more CDD than the average of three (3) previous August CDD.

Table 3: Aggregation of CDDs bv Month

June July August September

2013 150 259 188 74

2014 178 181 167 69

2015 185 258 203 166

2016 213 325 342 151

Typical 157 258 220 84
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Costs

The incremental expenses the Company incurred to implement the program is as follows:

The cover letter, printing and mailing costs are being recovered through residential default service 
rates effective December 1. 2016. The additional expenses will be recovered through residential 
default service rates effective June I. 2017.

Data Analysis

The analysis of data considers two (2) key parameters. First, base line hourly data for prior billing 
periods for customers participating in the TOU program prior to June 2016 does not exist because 
these customers did not have a smart meter installed on their home. Therefore, evaluation of 
customer behavioral change because of on- and off-peak pricing is limited. Second, only one 
customer enrolled with WGL Energy Services in its TOU pricing plan. Accordingly, this analysis 
will only evaluate data for residential customers enrolled in Direct Energy Services TOU pricing 
plan.

Since hourly baseline data is not available, the Company assessed whether Direct Energy Service 
customers’ behavior changed before and after enrollment for a sample of 100 customers who began 
TOU in June 2016. As described below, the billing analysis is a comparison of the TOU pricing 
to the PTC in effect at the time.

Chart 3 compares actual June 2016 hourly usage data for Direct Energy Services customers in 
aggregate before and after enrollment in TOU. The black line represents the load shape before 
TOU and the shaded orange area is the load shape during TOU. The on-peak period from 2 p.m. 
to 6 p.m. is denoted by the vertical lines (hour ending 14 to hour ending 18). The load shape in 
this limited analysis does not show significant differences in customer behavior before and after 
TOU. However, despite not seeing significant differences in this sample, a conclusion about the 
overall effectiveness of TOU to change customer behavior cannot be reached.

Cover letter preparation and marketing sheet 
Printing and mailing 
Customer research (estimate)
Total expenses

$ 17.930 
$ 73,744 
$ 25.000 
$116,674
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Chart 3 - June 2016 Direct Energy Services Customers Weekday Load Shape

June 2016 Weekday Load Shape 
100 Direct Energy Accounts Aggregated

7.0% ’

Table 4 provides a summary of on-peak and off-peak kilowatt-hour consumption by month. The 
on-peak and off-peak share of kWh (14% and 86% respectively) are consistent with the data 
collected and presented in the Company's first two TOU reports as wells as the Company's profile 
data. Similarly, the weekday and weekend share of kWh consumption are consistent with past 

reports.

Table 4: Direct Energy Services TOU Customer Usage Data

Jun 2016 Jul2016 Aug 2016 Sep 2016
Weekday Off-peak kWh 70.926 164,848 191,435 135,549
Weekday On-peak kWh 17,534 42,477 51,558 32.398
Weekday kWh 88.460 207.325 242,993 167,947
Weekend kWh 36.585 94,604 93.807 64.189
Total kWh 125.044 301.929 336.800 232.136

Customers 285 334 336 336
Average kWh/Customer 439 904 1,002 691

On-peak share of kWh 17.534 42,477 51,558 32,398
Off-peak share of kWh 107,511 259,452 285,242 199,738

Weekday share of kWh 71% 69% 72% 72%
Weekend share of kWh 29% 31% 28% 28%
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During the TOU program from June through September 2016. Direct Energy Services customers 
were charged an on-peak rate of 8.79 cents/kWh weekdays from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. and an off-peak 
rate of 5.79 cents/kWh for the remaining hours and holidays. The Company's PTC for the same 
period was 8.07 cents/kWh. The total charges for enrolled customer load in the TOU Program 
was calculated at the Direct Energy Service rates and compared to what the customer would have 
been charged at the PTC rate had they been a default service customer during this same period of 
time. Table 5 summarizes the calculations.

Table 5: TOU Direct Energy Services Chanics versus PTC Charges

Month TOU Charges PTC Charges Difference (Savings)

Jun 2016 $7,766 $10,091 $2,325

Jul2016 $18,756 $24,366 $5,610

Aug 2016 $21,047 $27,180 $6,133

Sep 2016 $14,413 $18,733 $4,320
Total $61,982 $80,370 $18,388

Table 6 shows a range of monthly savings per customer compared to what they would have paid 
had they been a default service customer.

Table 6: TOU Direct Energy Services Customers - Range of Monthly Savings

Jun 2016 Jul 2016 Aug 2016 Sep 2016
No Savings 0 0 0 0
$0 to $2.50 40 7 5 9
$2.51 to $5.00 55 15 18 30
$5.01 to 10.00 104 60 51 91
$10.01 to $15.00 57 76 58 107
$15.01 to $20.00 17 73 76 47
$20.01 to $30.00 11 76 94 42
Greater than $30.00 27 34 10
Total 285 334 336 336

In summary, all participating Direct Energy Services customers in the TOU program did save 
money on strictly a comparison against the PTC benchmark. However, absent baseline data, the 
Company cannot conclude that the TOU program did or did not alter behavior.

Customer Research

Duquesne Light utilized an outside firm. Market Strategies International ("MSI"), to conduct two 
(2) focus group sessions with TOU Program participants to evaluate the customer experience with 
the Program. The focus group sessions were held on October 20. 2016.
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Participants were attracted to the program because they felt confident that, if the Program was not 
saving them money, they could reliably switch to a new supplier at no cost. In general, they were 
satisfied with the communications during the Program. Customer suggestions to expand the 
Program included extending the TOU period to include more months (i.e. expand the TOU pricing 
period longer than June through September), multiple communications and multiple 
communication channels, and retaining current enrollment practices (i.e. easy to enroll, no 
switching fees, switch at any time). A detailed discussion of customer research and the focus 
group findings may be found in MSI's reported included as Attachment 11.

Conclusions

Identifying if customer load has been modified and shifted due to the TOU program is difficult to 
determine as more analysis and baseline usage patterns are necessary. In other markets, it typically 
takes customers time to adjust to the new meters and TOU programs that take full advantage of an 
educated consumer to modify usage patterns.

Customer savings from the program is a positive impact but cannot be directly attributed to the 
program and changes in usage patterns. The PTC for residential customers increased during this 
period of time. Therefore, a clear picture of savings was difficult to determine.

Below are Key Findings from the TOU Program Participants that highlight both pros and cons 
from the participants' point of view.

Key Findings - Pros

• feeling as though they were helping the environment because it limits the need for extra 
generation

• more aware of their dail\ energy use and behaviors
• did not require much sacrifice lo see sa\ ings
• TOU rales were good
• the> liked that lhe\ were pro\ ided with usage data
• most believe they changed their behavior as a result of being on the TOU Program

• most were very careful to avoid running the air conditioner or other appliances during the peak 
hours

• most recall receiving direct mail from both Duquesne Light and from Direct Energy in support 
of the TOU Program and which is how- they first learned of the Program

• most sw itched as a result of the mailer they received from Direct Energy rather than Duquesne 
Light's mailing

• Duquesne Light's support of the TOU Program convinced many participants to try it
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Key Findings - Cons

• some would have liked more specific feedback on energy usage (hourly data)

• some did not like that they had to go to a separate website to view usage information

• hard to know how much money you are actually saving

• hard to participate and save if you arc home during the day

• had to switch suppliers or to a supplier

• unsure how the program works after September (non-summer pricing)

Overall, participants were happy with the TOU Program. Based on information gathered from the 
two (2) focus group sessions, participants described it as effortless, money-saving, 
environmentally-friendly and empowering. While perceptions of their savings varied based on 
how often they were at home during the peak hours, most participants were satisfied with their 
experience on the program and the savings they were able to achieve.

In its DSP VIII proceeding, the Company has proposed to continue to encourage EGS-sponsored 
TOU programs beyond May 31.2017.1(1 During the DSP VIII period, the Company will complete 

the process of installing interval meters on all customers thereby allowing small C&l customers 
and medium C&l customers to be eligible for EGS-sponsored TOU programs. The Company will 
continue to facilitate the ability for EGSs to offer TOU programs through bill ready and rate ready 
billing functionality and identifying those customers with interval meters on the Eligible Customer 
List. These changes will allow EGSs more flexibility to craft TOU products to align w ith customer 
interest.

1(1 The Company filed its DSP VIII proceeding on May 2. 106 at Docket No. P-2016-2543140 for the period June I. 
2017 through May 31. 2021. Statement No. 2 addresses TOU program plans for the DSP VIII period.
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Duquesne Light
Our Energy-..Your Power

Time of Use Pilot Program 

Collaborative Meeting

June 25,2015

Agenda
3

Duquesne Light

► Introductions

► Review the Default Service Settlement Stipulation Sept. 15, 2015

► Overview of Program Options

• Rate Ready Option

• Bill Ready Option

► Customer Assistance Program ("CAP") Customer Participation in 
TOO

► Cost Recovery Proposal 

v Open Discussion

► Next Steps



Introductions
«»

Duquesne Light

► Please introduce yourself with:

• Name

• Affiliation

Review of Settlement Stipulation - September 15, 2014 DuqumUght
Orflwwf

> With respect to the 2016 TOU Pilot Program, Duquesne will 
conduct a collaborative to develop a TOU Pilot program and cost 
recovery mechanism for the year commencing on June 1, 2016 and 
ending May 31, 2017, to identify ways

• to permit multiple EGSs to participate in a TOU offering(s) and

• to explore how to effectively integrate the TOU Program with 
CAP provided that general issues regarding CAP portability have 
otherwise been decided by the Commission.



Review of Settlement Stipulation - September 15, 2014
<9

DuquesneUghe

► In order to permit the Company time to identify new options 
available for TOU service and assess necessary TOU Program 
changes to potentially integrate CAP customers if CAP portability 
issues have been decided, the collaborative will commence no later 
than June 30, 2015.

> The collaborative will continue for 60 days. Following the 
collaborative, the Company will file with the Commission by 
September 30, 2015, a TOU Program proposal reflecting any 
consensus that has been achieved and the Company's proposal on 
unresolved issues.

t The Commission will provide an opportunity for comments by 
interested parties, and issue a final order by January 31, 2016, so 
that any actions necessary to commence the approved TOU 
program commencing June 1, 2016 can be completed.

Review of Opinion and Order-January 15, 2015 Duquesne Light

► That the Stipulation filed in the matter captioned as Petition of 
Duquesne Light Company for Approval of its Default Service 
Program for Period of June 1, 2015 through May 31, 2017, at 
Docket Number P-2014-2418242, is approved without modification

> That the Default Service Plan, as proposed by Duquesne Light 
Company and as modified by the Settlement Stipulation filed on 
September 15, 2014, is approved.



Parameters of Customers in TOU Pilot DuquaneUght

> Advanced Meter must be installed and communicating on the 
network with available interval consumption data that has been 
successfully tested

> Estimate at this time is that approximately 150,000 residential, 
small commercial and medium commercial customers will be 
eligible.

> Customers will be Billed by Duquesne Light Company on a Purchase 
of Receivable program.

> Enrollment period for the program will be June 1 through July 31.

> Customers will stay with the EGS after the end of the pilot program 
but they are able to leave without a cancellation fee.

TOU Pilot Rate Ready Option DuquesneLIght

► Multiple Electric Generation Suppliers (EGS) can participate in the TOU 
rate ready program; Duquesne does reserve the right to manage the 
number of suppliers.

► Each EGS can offer a single summer rate for peak, summer off peak and 
seasonal rate with multiple rates supported that can differ from each 
other EGS

► TOU rate ready is a twelve (12) month program beginning June 1, 2016 
and concluding May 31, 2017

k Peak time is defined as 2:00-6:00 pm June 1 • September 30, 2016. All 
EGS's MUST offer the same peak time schedule, no exceptions. Off peak 
time is defined as the 20 hours =6 PM - 2 PM.

t Current enrollment processes and EDEWG guidelines will be followed.

► Duquesne Light will calculate charges based upon EGS rates.



TOU Pilot Bill Ready Option
<»

Duquesne Light
OwCoaw

> Multiple Electric Generation Suppliers (EGS) can participate in the 
TOU bill ready program

► EGS can offer any combination of rates

> TOU Bill ready is a twelve (12) month program beginning June 1, 
2016 and concluding May SI, 2017

► EGS's can offer any TOU peak schedule for period June 1, - 
September 30, 2016.

> Current enrollment processes and EDEWG guidelines will be 
followed

► EGS's will be required to provide data such as rate, peak period and 
other information deemed necessary to complete required 
Commission reporting to be further defined in the RFP.

TOU Pilot Bill Ready Option - continued Duqucsne Light

> Duquesne Light will provide the interval data to the participating 
EGS.

> The EGS will be required to perform the necessary calculations 
relating to the peak schedule and rate charged

> The EGS will provide the calculations back to Duquesne Light via 
the EDI transaction process

> Duquesne Light will be responsible to put the EGS charges on the 
bill as line item(s).

> EGS's will be responsible to ensure the accuracy of each transaction 

y Duquesne Light will provide a rate comparison website for
customers to evaluate different rate options including default 
service



CAP Customer Participation in TOU
<»

Duquesnc Ught

► Duquesne Light awaits the decision on CAP shopping and 
portability

► The Company does not believe that a decision will be 
received to allow the necessary time to create the 
integration necessary or CAP customer participation

► The Company proposes that CAP customers will not be 
eligible to participate in the TOU Pilot to begin
June 1, 2016.

► CAP Customers with an advanced meter communicating 
on the network will be excluded from the eligible 
customer list provided to EGS's participating in the TOU 
Pilot.

c
Duquesne Light

► Duquesne Light Proposed in the Default Service Filing:

• The EGS supplying TOU will be responsible to recover their own costs.

• Any incremental costs incurred by the Company to implement and 
retain the TOU program will be borne by default service customers

• TOU costs readily attributable to a specific customer class will be 
directly assigned to the default service class for which such costs are 
incurred

• All other costs. Which cannot be directly assigned, will be allocated to 
all default service classes eligible to participate in the program in 
proportion to each class’ default service load

> The Default Service Plan filed estimated the TOU costs that

include communications, analysis, billing resources and 

training. Costs associated with IT system development are 

being reviewed. _____________ ___ ______

TOU Cost Recovery



Open discussion
«»

Duqucsne Light

► Is there an alterative cost recovery mechanism for the 
TOU Pilot?

► What best practices have you experienced from other 
programs?

► What concerns or challenges do you anticipate with the 
TOU Pilot program?

► What solutions can you recommend?

► Duquesne Light will be working with winning EGSs to 
jointly communicate the TOU program to eligible 
customers. What suggestions do you have regarding 
communications?

Next Steps Duquesne Ught
0b#

► Distribute collaborative minutes, presentations and 
overview

► Schedule any necessary meetings with internal Company 
representatives

► Schedule next collaborative

• Provide any deliverables from June collaborative in advance
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Duquesne Light
Our Energy... Your Power

Time of Use Pilot Program Proposal

Introductions
**

Duquesne Ught

> Please introduce yourself with: 

•Name 

•Affiliation



Summary Timeline of Time of Use Deliverables DvtjuZneUght

> On June 25, 2015 Duquesne Light conducted on external Collaborative 
meeting to discuss the details of the 2016-2017 TOU program.

> On July 10,2015 comments from participants regarding the TOU program 
were due to Duquesne Light.

k On July 22,2015 a second external Collaborative is being held by 
Duquesne Light company to finalize any comments. Consensus 
agreement on any TOU Items will be sought.

> The Company will file with the Commission by September 30,2015, a 
TOU Program proposal that reflects any consensus that has been 
achieved and the Company's proposal on unresolved issues.

> The Commission will provide an opportunity for comments by interested 
parties, and issue a final order by January 31,2016, so that any actions 
necessary to commence the approved TOU program commencing June 1, 
2016 can be completed.

Questions from the Previous Collaborative Duquesne Ughe

► Can the enrollment period begin prior to June 1st?

► Will the customers see their on-peak/off-peak usage 
amounts and rates?

► Can Duquesne Light offer a customer protection plan for 
those participating, over the 12 month period?

► What is Duquesne Light's position on the proposed cost- 
recovery options?



Consensus obtained on the following TOU Pilot parameters DuquesneUght
Oartumn

> An Advanced Meter must be installed and communicating on the DLC 
network with available interval consumption data that has been 
successfully tested. Advanced Meters will be deployed for residential. 
Small commercial, and medium commercial customers.

> Customers will be Consolidated Billed by Duquesne Light Company. 
Qualifying TOU EGSs must be participating in, and will use, the Purchase 
Of Receivable program to bill customers.

> Customers will see their usage amounts and rates clearly identified by on- 
peak, off-peak, or seasonal on the bill.

> TOU Pilot program is a twelve (12) month program beginning June 1,
2016 and concluding May 31,2017. The "Summer TOU" timeframe will 
be defined as the period of June 1,2016 through September 30,2016.

Consensus obtained on the following TOU Pilot parameters DuqJLmUght

► CAP customers will not be eligible to participate in the TOU Pilot to 

begin June 1, 2016.

► CAP Customers with an advanced meter communicating on the 
network will be excluded from the eligible customer list provided to 
EGS's participating in the TOU Pilot.

t Customers will stay with the EGS after the end of the pilot program 
but they are able to leave without a cancellation fee.

3



TOU Rate and Bill Ready Options
«»

Duquesne Ught

► Duquesne Light will implement the Rate Ready and Bill Ready options for 
the TOU Pilot program, pursuant to the criteria detailed and presented in 
the first TOU Collaborative meeting.

¥ For an EGS using the Rate Ready option, the definition of on-peak hours 
will be defined as the time period between 2 PM - 6 PM.

t Any EGS that wishes to participate in the Bill Ready option will need to be 
certified by Duquesne Light Company. In addition they will be required to 
provide data such as rate, peak period and other information deemed 
necessary to complete required Commission reporting to be further 
defined in the RFP. An EGS using Bill Ready will adhere to the defined 
"TOU Summer" timeframe.

> If an approved EGS is not identified or does not provide customers with a 
TOU product offering that meets the requirements of this filing,
Duquesne Light Company will offer a program.

TOU Cost Recovery
<»

Duquesne Ught
OarMwer » i

t Duquesne Light Proposed in the Default Service Filing:

•The EGS supplying TOU will be responsible to recover their own costs. 
•Any incremental costs incurred by the Company to implement and retain 
the TOU program will be borne by default service customers 
•TOU costs readily attributable to a specific customer class will be directly 
assigned to the default service class for which such costs are incurred 
•All other costs, which cannot be directly assigned, will be allocated to all 
default service classes eligible to participate in the program in proportion 
to each class' default service load

t The Default Service Plan filed estimated the TOU costs that include 
communications, analysis, billing resources and training. Costs associated 
with IT system development are being reviewed.



Open Items to Discuss a Consensus Opinion DuquaneUght
Owr tavyr

► Enrollment period for the program will be June 1, 2016 through July 31, 

2016.
• Duquesne Light will work with any TOU EGS( prior to 6/1 enrollments, to 

ensure the transition to the program is seamless and well communicated.
• Duquesne Light does not believe, nor do we recommend, enrollments can be 

accepted prior to 3 business days prior to 6/1/16.

t Additional Items?

Final Steps Duquesne Light

► Duquesne Light Company will file the TOU program with 
the PA PUC by 9/30/15.

► After the Commission issues an order, Duquesne Light 
will conduct an RFP to identify perspective EGSs that will 
participate in the TOU program.



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been served upon the following 
persons, in the manner indicated, in accordance with the requirements of 52 Pa. Code § 1.54 

(relating to service by a participant).

VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL

Aron J. Beatty, Esquire 
Kristine E. Marsilio, Esquire 
Office of Consumer Advocate 
555 Walnut Street 
Forum Place, 5th Floor 
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1923

Gina L. Miller, Esquire 
Bureau of Investigation & Enforcement 

Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street, 2nd Floor West 
PO Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Sharon E. Webb, Esquire 
Office of Small Business Advocate 
300 North Second Street, Suite 202 
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Charles E. Thomas, III, Esquire 

Thomas, Niesen & Thomas, LLC 
212 Locust Street, Suite 600 
Harrisburg, PA 17108 

Noble Americas Energy Solutions LLC

Patrick M. Cicero, Esquire
Elizabeth R. Marx, Esquire
Joline Price, Esquire
Pennsylvania Utility Law Project
118 Locust Street

Harrisburg, PA 17101
Coalition for Affordable Utility Services
and Energy Efficiency in Pennsylvania

Todd S. Stewart, Esquire
Hawke McKeon & Sniscak LLP

100 North Tenth Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Next Era Energy Power Marketing, LLC

Colleen P. Kartychak, Esquire 
Consolidated Edison Solutions 
698 Gamble Road 

Oakdale, PA 15071 
Retail Energy Supply Association

Brian R. Greene, Esquire
GreeneHurlocker, PLC
1807 Libbie Avenue, Suite 102

Richmond, VA 23226
Retail Energy Supply Association

H. Rachel Smith, Esquire 
Exelon Business Services Corp.
100 Constellation Way, Suite 500C
Baltimore, MD 21202

Exelon Generation Company, LLC

Barbara Alexander 
Consumer Affairs Consultant 

83 Wedgewood Drive 
Winthrop, ME 04364 

Consultant for OCA

Brian Kalcic 
Excel Consulting
225 S. Meramec Avenue, Suite 720-T 

St. Louis, MO 63105 
Consultant for OSBA

RECEIVED
NOV 2 8 2018

PA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
SECRETARY'S BUREAU



Dated: November 23, 2016

Duquesne Light Company
411 Seventh Avenue, 16-1

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Phone:412-393-1541
Fax:412-393-5757
Email: iwilliams@duqlight.com

RECEIVED
IV 2 3 2016

FA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
SECRETARY'S BUREAU
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11/23/2016

TISHEK1AE. WILLIAMS 
4123931541 
DUQUESNE UGHT 
4 J1 SEVENTH AVENUE 
PITTSBURGH PA 15219

1.0 LBS LTR 1 OF 1

SHIP TO:
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA, SECRETARY
412-393-1541
PENNSYLVANIA PUC
400 NORTH STREET, 2ND FLOOR
COMMONWEALTH KEYSTONE BUILDING

HARRISBURG PA 17120-0093

UPS NEXT DAY AIR EARLY 1 + S
TRACKING #: 1Z 187 399 PA 9738 5096

BILLING: P/P
ATTENTION UPS DRIVER: SHIPPER RELEASE

Cost Center: 004
CS 16.548. WNTNV50 81.0A 10/201
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